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The purpose of this dodtet is to document the successll decontamination & 
decommissioning of Building TO30 at the Energy Technology Engineering Center (ETEC) 
at the Santa Susana Field Laboratory, Area IV, for unrestricted use. The material in this 
docket consists of documents supporting the DOE certification that conditions at ETEC, 
Building T030, are in compliance with applicable DOE and proposed Environmental 
Protection Agency and Nuclear Regulaxoly Commission standards and criteria established 
to protect human health, safety, and the environment. A notice of certification of the 
radiological condition of the property was published in the federal register on October 20: 
1997. A copy of the notice, official correspondence, release criteria, project report, 
radiological surveys, and an independent verification report are compiled in this docket. 
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EXHIBIT I 

DOCUMENTS SUPPORTING THE CERTIFICATION FOR THE 
UNRESTRICTED USE OF BUILDING TO30 AT THE ENERGY 

TECHNOLOGY ENGINEERING CENTER 



I ded States Government Department of Energy 

memorandum 
September 15, 1997 

DOE Oakland Operaiions OfiicelER 

Release of Decontaminated Buil-ting 030 without Radiological Resirictions at  the 
Energy Technology Engineering Center. 

Donald Williams, E M 4  

The Oakland Operations OEice (OAK) has  implemented environments! rsstora!ion 
projects at  the Energy Technoio~y Engineering Center (ETEC) as part of the 
Environmental Restoration Program (ERP) per Headq~arters  Northwestern Area 
Program Office direction. Tine objective of the program is to identify and cleanup or 
otherwise control facilities where residual :adioactive contamiflation remains from 
activities carried out under contract to the Atomic Energy Commission and the Energy 
Research and Development Administration during the early years of the Naiion's 
atomic energy program. 

The Energy Technology Engineering Center performed testing of equipment, materials, 
and components fo: nuclear and energy related programs. These nuclear energy 
research and development programs began in 1946 and ended in 1995. Numerous 
buildings and land areas becams raci31qically contaminated as a resilt of facility 
operations and site activities. One such area that has been designated for cleanup 
under the ERP is Building 030 

Buiiding 030 is located in the north-central section of Area IV. Building T0X was 
constructed in 1958 as e Panicle Accelerator Facility. The building has a total enciosed area of 
2,3 11 fr'. The facility consists of two connecting sections, both with steel fnming, siding, and 
roofs. The rear section was configxed to accommodate a low-volrage particle accelerator used 
as a proton on tritium neutron soxce. .* outside concrete wall, north of the wes: section, 
provided shielding for rhe a;celemo: Seam .&frer fr?:ilir~ co~st.wcriol? in 1958, a Van de Graaf 
accelerator was moved into the facility in 1900. 

The accelerator was operated from 1960 through 1964, at which time :he facility was 
decommissioned. Even though it was not in use, the accelerator remained in the facility after 
1964. In 1966, a smear survey of the accelerator showed tritium contamination. It was believed 
that the uitium contamination had not spread to surrounding areas. Following removal of the 
accelerator in 1966, the building was surveyed and no residual contamination was fo~nd.  



The Environmental Survey and Site Assessment Prog:am of the Oak Ridge lnstituie for 
Sdence and Education (ORISE) has completed independent verification of the Building 
decontamination project. 

Pos: remedial actior: surveys have demonstraied, and the DOE Oakland Operations 
Office hereby certifies, thai the subjed prcqerty is in cm?pliance with DOE 
decontaminaiion criieria an* standards estaS!isked to protect members of :he oeneral 
public and xcupants of the property. 

Final project closeout documents Dave been submitied to your office under separate 
cover. 

DOUOAK requests approval for release of this prcperty without radiological restrictions 
to Boeing North American, Inc., in accordance with the closeout provisions of the 
contract, and authorization to rem3ve this facility from the DOElOAK real property 
records. 

Michael Lopz  
ETEC PM 
Environmental 
Restoration Division 



STATEMENT OF CERTIFICATION: Energy Technology Engineering Center, 
Building 030 

The US. Department of Energy, Oakland Operations Office, Environmental Restoration 
Division, has reviewed and analyzed the radiological data obtained fcdlowing 
decontamination of the Energy Technology Engineering Center Building 030. Based 
on this analysis of all data collected, the Department of Energy (DOE) certifies that the 
following property is in compliance with DOE decontamination crite:ia and standards. 
This certification of compliance providas assurance that future use of the property will 
result in no radiological exp3sure above applicable guidslines established to protect 
members of the general public or site occupants. Accordingly. the property specified 
below is released from DOE'S Environmenta! Restoration Program. 

Property owned by Rockwell International Corporation: 

Building 030, at the Energy Technology Engineering Center, located in a portion of 
Tract 'A' of Rancho Simi, in the County of Ventura. State of California, as per map 
recorded in Book 3, Page 7 of Miscellaneous Records of Ventura County. 

CERTIFICATION: - 
- /.;A- 

Hannibal Joma, E C Site Manager 
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lnited States Government -Department of Energy 

memorandum 
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DATE: 

REFLY TC 
A T &  OF; 

r 
SUWSC?: 

September 22, 1997 

EM-44 (D. Williams, 301-903-8173) 

Draft Certification for Building TO30 at the Enersy Technology Engineerin5 
Center 

Assistant General Counsel for Environment, GC-51 

I am requesting your review and concurrence of the attached package 
concerning the cleanup of contamination associated with the former Atomic 
Energy Commission and.Energy Research and Development Administration 
(AEC/ERDA) activities at Building TO30 at the Energy Technology Engineering 
Center (ETEC) near Chatsworth, California. 

The Office of Northwestern Area Programs has implemented a decontamination 
and decommissioning project at ETEC as part of the Environmental Restoratior: 
Program. The objective of the project is to identify and clean up, or 
otherwise control, sites where residual radioactive contamination remains 
from activities carried out under contract to AECJERDA during the early 
years of the Nation's atomic energy program. In September 1995, Building 
TO30 was formally designated by the Department of Energy (DOE) for cleanup. 

ETEC Building T030.was constructed in 1958 as a Particle Accelerator 
Facility. The rear section of the building was configured to accommodate a 
low-voltage particle accelerator used as a proton on tritium neutron source. 
k Van de Graaf accelerator was moved into the facility in 1960 (and operated 
through 1964) which generated neutrons using a tritium target via the 
'H(p,n)'He reaction. Five-gallon cans of borated water were used for neutron 
shielding around the machine. The accelerator was removed in 1966. Final 
radiological and independent verification surveys completed in 1995 
demonstrated, and the Oakl-and Operations Office has certified, that the 
decontamination project resulted in compl i ance with DOE decontamination 
criteria and standards established to protect members of the genera1 public 
and occupants of the building. ' Further, future use of the property without 
radiological restrictions will result in no exposure above applicable 
radiological guidelines to the genera! public and occupants of .the building. 

A draft Federal Reaister Notice has been prepared as part of the 
certification and will also be transmitted to the 0ffice.of Federal Register 
for approval after we have received your concurrence. 



- The final F e d e r a l  Notice and Certificztion Statement will be compiled 
in final docket form by the Oakland Operations Office and wiil be made 
available for public review in DOE Reading Rooms and local libraries. 

Attachment - 

Sally 8. Robison, Ph.C. 
Director 
Office of Northwestern Are2 Programs 
Environmental Restoration 
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Jnited States Government Department of Energy 

memorandum 
DATE; - 

FEPLY TTC 
A-N CF: 

EM-44 (D. Wiiliams, 301-903-S173) 
c S. - .-"~ <==., . 

Recommendation for Certification of Cleanup at Buildino i G X  at the Enerqy - - 
Technology Engineering Center 

TC.. 
James J. Fiore, Acting Oeputy Assistant 

Secretary for Environnenta! Restoration 

I am attaching, for.yoilr signature, a Federal Reoistsr kotice concerning ti72 
cleanup of contaniinatior, associated with the former Atciiiic Energy Corrnissicr. 
and Energy Research and Deveiopment Administration (AEC,'ERDA) activities 2: 
Building TO30 at the Energy ::ethnology Engineering Centsr (ETEtj, near 

- 

Chatsworth, California. 

The Oakland Operations Gffice has implemented a cecontaaination and 
decomissioning project at ETEC as par: of the Environxen:a! Restoratifin 
Program. The objective of the project is to identify and ciean up. sr 
otherwise controi; sites where residual radioactive ccntamination remains 
from activities carried out under contract to GEClERDA during the early 
years of the Eation's ztcmic energy program. In September 1995. Buildins 
TO30 was formally designated by the Department of Energy (EGi) f o r  cleanup 
under Environmental Restoration. - 

ETEC Building T030 was constructed in 1958 as a Particls Acceierator . . 

Facility. T k  rear section o f t h e  building was cocfigured to accowmodate 2 
low-voltage particle accelerator used as a proton on tritiun neutron source. 
A Van de Graaf accelerator was moved into the facility in 19iC (and operated 
through 1964) which generated neutrons using a tritium target via the 
'H(p,n)'He reaction. Five-gallon cans of borated water were used for neutror; 
shielding around the machine. The accelerator was removed in 1966. Final 
radiological and independent verification surveys completed in 1996 
demonstrated, and the Oakland Operations Office has certified, that the 
decontamination project resulted in compl iance with D3E decontamination 
criteria and standards sstablished to protect members of the general pubiic 
and occupants of the building. Further, future use cf the properly withoct 
radiological restrictions will result in no exposure above applicable 
radiological guidelines to the general public and occupants of the building. 

I recon~mena that you sign the attached Federal Recister Notice, as well as 
the transmittal memorandum to the Federal Liaison Officer (Raymond Mosley, 
GC-75). The documents transmitted with the Certification Statement and :hs 



- Federal Reqister Notice will 'oe compiled i n  final docket form- by the Oakland 
Operations Office 2nd will be made avzilzble for public review in DOE . . Reading Rcons and locai i~brar ie s .  

Szliy &I Robison, P h . D  
Director 
Office of Northwestern Area Programs 
~nt~ironmental Restoration 

- Attachment 
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United States Government - - Department of Energy 

memorandum 
REPLY TC - A r m s :  EM-44 (Q. ~ i l l i a r n s ,  301-903-8173) 

s * ~ m  Federal Reaister Not ice f o r  C e r t i f i c a t i o n  o f  Cleanup o f  Bu i ld ing  TO30 a t  the 
- Energy Techno1 ogy Engineering Center 

' Clara Barley, GC-75 

- Attached are the o r i g i n a l  and three copies o f  t he  signed Federal Reaister 
Notice ce r t i f y i ng  the  completion o f  remedial ac t i on  a t  Bu i ld ing  T036, 
located a t  the Energy Technology Engineering Center. This surp lus  bu i ld ing  

- was decontaminated by the  Department's Environmental Restoration Program. 
The attached Not ice has been reviewed by and concurred i n  by the Of f ice o f  
General Counsel (GC-51 )  and a copy o f  t ha t  concurrence i s  also attached for 

- your information and use. 

Also at tached- for  your signature i s  the l e t t e r  t o  t ransmit  the d isk  

- containing the Federal Reaister Notice t o  the O f f i c e  o f  the Federal 
Register. ~. 

Please forward the  attached Notice t o  the Federal Reaister for  publ icat ion.  
- 

irned~. F i o r e  
Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary /" 

f o r  Environmental Restoration 
4 

3 Attachments 



Department of Energy 
W a s h i n .  DC ZO585 

Mr.  Raymond A. ~ o s l e y  
Director,  O f f i ce  o f  the  Federal Register 
National Archives and Records Admini s t r a t i o n  
Washington. D.C. - 20408 

Dear Hr. Mosley: 

This l e t t e r  i s  t o  c e r t i f y  t h a t  the  enclosed d i sk  i s a  t r u e  copy 

o f  the C e r t i f i c a t i o n  o f  the  Radiological Condition o f  Bu i ld ing  

TO30 a t  the Energy Technology Engineering Center, located near 

Chatsworth, Cal i fornia.  The d i sk  should be used by the  

Government P r i n t i ng  O f f i c e  i n  preparing the document f o r  

publ icat ion i n  the  Federal Reaister. 

Sincerely, 

c t i n g  Deputy Assistant Secretary 
f o r  Environmental Management 

Clara Barley 
DOE Federal Register L ia ison  

O f f i ce r  

Enclosure 



U.S. Department o f  Energy 
- 

WCKET NO. ETEC-TO30 

- 
C e r t i f i c a t i o n  o f  t h e  Radiological Condit ion o f  Bu i ld ing  TO30 a t  t he  E n e m  
Technology Engineering Center near Chatsworth, Ca l i fo rn ia .  - 

AGENCY: US.  Department of Energy, Office of Environmental Restoration - 
ACTION: Nbt ice o f  C e r t i f i c a t i o n  

- 
SUMMARY: The Department o f  Energy (DOE) has completed rad io log ica l  surveys . . 

- and taken remedial act ion t o  decontaminate Bui ld ing T030, Pa r t i c l e  

Accelerator Faci 1 i ty, located a t  t he  Energy Techno1 ogy Engineering 

Center (ETEC) near Chatsworth, Cal i f o r n i  a. This property, was 

found t o  contain radioact ive ma te r i a l s  from a c t i v i t i e s  ca r r i ed  out 

f o r  t he  Atomic Energy Comission and the  Energy Research and 

Development Administrat ion (AEC/ERDA), predecessor agencies t o  

DOE. Although DOE owns the ma jo r i t y  o f  t h e  bu i ld ings and 

equipment, a subsidiary o f  Boeing North American Incorporated, 

Rocketdyne Divis ion,  owned t h e  land. 

- FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

- Mike Lopez, Program Manager 
Environmental Restorat ion D iv is ion  
Oakl and Operations O f f i c e  - . - U.S. Department o f  Energy 
Oakl and, CA 94612-5208 



SUPPLMENTARY INFORMTION: 

WE has implemented environmental restoration a t  ETEC (Ventura 

County, Map Book 3, Page 7, UiscelTaneous Records) as part of WE'S 

Environmental Restoration Program. One objecti je  of the  program is t o  
. 

identify and clean up o r  otherwise control f a c i l i t i e s  where resi-dual 

radioactive contamination remains fm act iv i t i es  cr r r ied  out under contract 

t o  AEC/ERDA during the  early years of the Nation's atomic energy program. 

ETEC i s  comprised of a number of f ac i l i t i e s  and structures located within 

Administrative Area IV of the Santa Susana Field Laboratory. The work 

performed for WE a t  ETEC consisted primarily of test ing of equipment, 

materi a l i ,  and components fo r  nuclear and energy related programs. These 

nuclear energy research and development programs, conducted by Atomics 

International under contract toAEC/ERDA, began i n  1946. Several buildings 

and 1 and areas became radiological 1 y contaminated as  a resu l t  of fac i l  f ty  

operations and s i t e  ac t iv i t ies .  Building TO30 is one ETEC area that  has been . 
designated for  cleanup under the WE Environmental Restoration Program. Other 

areas undergoing decontamination w i l l  be released as  they are completed and 

are verified to  meet established cleanup c r i t e r i a  and standards fo r  release . 
without radiological res t r ic t ions  as established i n  WE Order 5400.5. 

. . 

Building TO30 is located i n  the  north-eastern saction of ETEC on 10th Street. \I 
off the west side of 6 Street,  w n g  several adjacent buildings on paved 

ground. Building TO30 was constructed i n  1958 as  .a Part icle Accelerator 
~ ~ 

Facility. The building has a total  enclosed area . of 2,311 sq. f t .  The 
. . 



- . . 

f a c i l  f t y  consists of two connecting sections, both w i t h  s tee l  framing, siding, 
- 

and roofs. The r e a r  open (west) Section was constructed perpendicular t o  the 

7 

f ron t  office (east) section. The rea r  sect ion was configured t o  a c c o d a t e  a 

low-voltage p a r t i c l e  accelerator used as a proton on t r i t i u m  (P-T) neutron 

- source. An outside concrete wall, no r th  o f  the west section, provided 

sh ie ld ing  for the  accelerator beam. Men's -and women's restrooms were b u i l t  
- 

i n t o  t he  f a c i l i t y  so tha t  the f a c i l i t y  provided a c k p l e t e  self-contained 

accelerator t e s t  i n s t a l l  at ion. A fenced-in area between hi ld ings  TO30 and 

the adjacent bu i l d i ng  1641 was prev ious ly  used as a pa l l e t i zed  mater ia l  

holding area. To the north o f  T030, south o f  T641, and west o f  both bui ld ings 

are outcroppings o f  Ehatsworth sandstone formation. This formation i s  only 

about 50 ft. from the  nor th  and west sides o f  T030. 

After f a c i l i t y  construct ion i n  1958, a Van de Graaf accelerator was moved i n t o  . 

the  f a c i l i t y  i n  1960. The accelerator could provide a proton beam o f  up t o  

tens of microamperes i n  current, w i t h  continuously adjustable energies from a 

few hundred KeV up t o  a maximum of about 1 MeV. The p a r t i c l e  -beam was wel l  

focused, wi th  a diameter o f  a few mi l l imeters .  Neutrons were generated using 

a t r i t i u m  target  v i a  the 'H(p,n)'He react ion.  F i w - g a l l o n  cans o f  borated 

water were used f o r  neutron sh ie ld ing  around the machine. 

The accelerator was operated from 1960 through 1964, a t  which t ime the 
1 

- f a c i l i t y  was decomnissioned. Even though i t was no t  i n  use, the accelerator 

remained i n  the f a c i l i t y  a f t e r  1964. I n  1966, a smear survey o f  t he  

accelerator showed t r i t i u m  contamination. It was bel ieved t h a t  t h e  t r i t i u m  

contamination had n o t  spread t o  surrounding areas. Fol lowing removal o f  the 



- 
. . 

accelerator i n  1966, the  bu i l d i ng  was surveyed and no residual  cor&ninaf ion 
7 

~. 

was found. The b u i l d i n g  was released f o r  o ther  uses, and had subsequently . 

- been used as an o f f i c e  bu i l d i ng  f o r  purchasing and on-s i te  t r a f f i c  

administrat ive work u n t i l  1995. 
- 

I n  1988, a general rad io log ica l  survey was conducted t o  c l a r i f y  and i den t i f y  - 
areas a t  ETEC requ i r i ng  f u r the r  rad io log ica l  inspect ion o r  remedi ation; 

- Bui ld ing TO30 was included i n  t h i s  survey. - The scope o f  the Bui ld ing TO30 

survey included ambient gamma exposure r a t e  measurements, ' indication" beta 

*. surveys o f  the accelerator room and- the  outs ide paved area used f o r  s to r ing  

pa l l e t i zed  containers, and ex te r i o r  s o i l  samples fo r  t r i t i u m  content. The - 
r e s u l t  of t ha t  survey showed no detectable contamination i n  the f a c i l i t y .  

- Tr i t ium analyses on ten s o i l  samples and the  beta survey showed no detectable 

a c t i v i t y .  Background-corrected ganma measurements were a1 1 1 ess than the  

- acceptance l i m i t  o f  5 uR/hr. 

- 
I n  September 1995, the Oak Ridge I n s t i t u t e  f o r  Science and Education (ORISE) 

- ' conducted a confirmatory survey o f  several f a c i l i t i e s  a t  ETEC, inc lud ing 

Bui ld ing TO3O. With .the exception o f  a s i ng le  f ind ing f o r  removable tr i t ium 

- 
contamination o f  6,600 dpi/lOO cm' (below the  acceptance 1 i m i  t o f  10,000 

dpm/100 cm') found on the nor th  wal l  o f  the  accelerator room, no unusual - 
f ind ings were noted. However, ORISE d i d  question t he  completeness o f  the  1988 

- survey. Specif i c a l l  y, ORISE recomended complete measurements o f  t o t a l  o r  .I ;\ 

removable surface a c t i v i t y  and addi t ional  sampling f o r  t r i t i u m  a c t i v i t y   in the 

- accelerator area. Consistent w i t h  ORISE's advice, a comprehensive f i n a l  
' . 

survey o f  Bu i ld ing  TO30 was conducted by ETEC i n  1996, - . . 

. . 

4.. - . . ~  



. . . 

In 1996 approximately 2,311 sq. ft. of asbestos floor tile wqs removed a d  
. . 

disposed of. The cost associated with the removal of the asbestos floor ttle- 

was approximately $9,200. The radiological' survey cost associated with 

Building TO30 could not be isolated from total radiological facility surveys 

but is estimated to have cost approximately 520,000. . 

No appreciable personnel radiation exposure was anticipated or encountered 

during decontamination and decomissioning and surveying of Building m 0 .  

The certification docket will be available for review between 9:OO a.m. and 

4:00 p.m., Monday through Friday (except Federal holidays), in the U.S. W E  

Public Reading Room located i'n Room 1E-190 of the Forrestal Building, 1000 

Independence Avenue, S.W., Washington, D.C. Copies of the certification 

docket will also be available at the following locations: W E  Public h c k n t  

-. Room. U.S. Department of Energy, Oak1 and Operations Off ice, the Federal 

Building, 1301 Clay Street, Oakland, California; California State University, 

Northridge, Urban Archives center, Oviatt Library, Room 4, 18111 Nordhoff, 

- Northridge, California; Simi Valley Library, 2629 Tapo canyon Road. Simi 

Valley, California; and the Platt Branch, Los Angeles Public Library, 23600 

- Victory Boulevard, Wood1 and Hills, California. 

- 
. WE has issued the following statement of certification: 



STATEMENT OF CERTIFICATION: Energy Technology Engineering Center. Bui ld ing . 
TO30 ~. - 

- The U.S. Department  of^ Energy (DOE), -Oakland Operations Of f ice,  ~nv i ronm&ta l  . 
Restoration Division, has reviewed and analyzed the. rad io log i ca l  data obtained 

- following decontamination o f  Bu i ld ing  TO30 a t  t he  Enetgy Technology 

Engineering Center. Based on analysis o f  a l l  data co l lec ted  and the resu l t s  
- 

of the independent ve r i f i ca t i on ,  DOE c e r t i f i e s  t h a t  the  fo l lowing property i s  

- i n  compliance w i th  DOE rad io log ica l  decontamination c r i t e r i a  and standards as 

establ ished i n  DOE Order 5400.5. This c e r t i f i c a t i o n  of compliance provides 

assuranke tha t  f u tu re  'use o f  the property w i l l  r e s u l t  i n  no rad io log ica l  

exposure above appl icable guide1 ines establ ished t o  p ro tec t  members of the  

general pub1 i c  o r  s i t e  occupants. Accordingly, the  property spec i f ied below 

- i s  released from DOE'S Environmental Restoration Program. 

- property owned by Boeing N o r t h k r i c a n  Incorporated: 

Bui ld ing TO30 at  the  Energy Technology Engineering Center (s i tua ted  w i th in  

- Area I V  o f  the Santa Susana F i e l d  Laboratory), located i n  a por t ion  o f  Tract 

'A" o f  Rancho S i m i ,  i n  .the County o f  Ventura, State o f  Ca l i fo rn ia ,  as per map 

- recorded i n  Book 3, Page 7 o f  Miscellaneous Records o f  Ventura County. 

- 
Issued i n  Washington, D.C., on in. 19.97 



- 
JOE F (225.. 
cs.aa 
United States Government Department of Energy 

7 - 
memorandum 
- 

DATE: 6CT 2 3 1997 
REPLV TO 
ATTNO.=: EM-44 (D. Williams, 301-903-8173) 

7 

SUEECT: Release o f  ~econtaminated Bui ld ing TO30 without Radiological ~ e s t r i c t i o n s  
a t  the Energy Technology Engineering Center 

- 
TC: Director, Environmental Restoration Division, Oakland Operations Off ice 

We have completed our review o f  a l l  documents re la ted  t o  the  remediation, - f ina l  survey, c e r t i f i c a t i o n ,  release 1 imits,  and independent v e r i f i c a t i o n  
o f  Bui ld ing TO30 a t  the Energy Technology Engineering Center (ETEC). We 
have determined t h a t  decontamination of t h i s  property has been completed i n  

- compliance w i th  the  established c r i t e r i a  and standards as required by - 
Department o f  Energy (DOE) guidel ines and Orders, i s  consistent w i t h  other 
appropriate Nuclear Regulatory C m i s s i o n  guidelines, and i s  p ro tec t i ve  o f  

- pub l i c  heal th  and the environment. Therefore, approval i s  granted t o  
release subject property t o  Boeing North American without rad io log ica l  

. cont ro ls  pursuant t o  WE Order 5400.5, Chapter I V .  This property should' be 
removed from the  DOE Real Property Inventory i n  accordance w i th  WE Order - 4300. 

I n  accordance w i th  WE Order 5820.2A, Section V, the data package compiled 
- f o r  t h i s  p ro jec t  must be retained permanently i n  the  Oakland Operations 

Of f i ce  (OAK) f i l e s .  

We recommend t h a t  a l e t t e r  be forwarded t o  Boeing North American requ i r ing  
p r i o r  DOE-OAK n o t i f i c a t i o n  o f  any a c t i v i t y  which could p o t e n t i a l l y  
recontaminate the subject property u n t i l  f i n a l  release o f  the  remaining 
ETEC propert ies has been completed. Please provide us w i t h  a copy o f  the  
l e t t e r ,  as wel l  as the d i s t r i b u t i o n  l i s t ,  f o r  our f i l e s .  

Sa l l y  A, Robison, Ph.D. 
Di rector  
Of f ice o f  Northwestern Area Programs 
Environmental Restoration 
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Tentative Agenda and Development ~'dministration (AECI 
4 1  to order and opning m--lr. by ERDA). predecessor agencies to DOE 

(JiBod Wema of tho Nltio,,., Although W E  owec the majority of the 
cod Coundl. buildings and equipment, a subsidiary 

-Approve qenda. of Boeing North American Incorpaated. 
--Re& by CkpaWmrnt oIEnsrgp Rocketdyne Division. owned the h d .  

Iepwntative. 
-Re?oa of the Coal Policy Cornminee. 
- ~ s m t i v e  repom. 
-Gal's Futme-T&ologiul Cbdenp 

and Oppormnitisr. KCII Yagu. Reridat 
& CtO Electric Powa Resead  Institute. 

-Grobd ah18 change Forum. 
- - D i  of any o h  business pmpsrly 

beougbt kfore the Council. 
-Public comment-10-minute rule. 
-AdpummeuL 

Publicporticiption: The m a t k g  ia opem 
to the p b k  The Chairman ofthe Coundl 
i s e m ~ t o s o o d u d L h s ~ i n a  
fashion tht will facilitate the orderly 
conduct of business. Any member of the 
public who w i  to f i l m  a wiltsn iWmmnt 
wichtbeCouncilwillbepmmittedtodow. 
sitha before or dtm the b e m e s t i n e  Membsn 

FOR FURTHER wK)TuulWN CONTACT. 
Mike Lopez. Rognm Manager. 

- 
Environmental Restontion Divisian, 
Oakland Operatiom 05ce. US. 
Dmarhnent of Enem. Oakland. CA 
94612-5208. ' -- 
WRUM&TARY INFOF&&: W E ~  
implemented envimn~llantal restoration 
projects at FIFC Wenturn County, Map 
Book 3. Page 7 ,  Miscellaneous Records) 
as part of DOE'S Envimnmental 
Restoration P m m .  One obiective of 
the pmgmm is identify and clean up 
or othcnnise contml facilities where 

rsmainr 6um activities curied out 
u d c r  conhct to AEUERD.4 d w i n ~  the 

.pmar 
Tm-.p: Av3.bim for public k o w  d 

copying at the Public s b d h g h m .  h m  
l E 1 W .  Pamstd Bulldin& 1000 
lndepedemce Avenue. S.W.. Washgtau. 
DC, be- 9mAM and 4 M l  FU, Monday 
thmngh Friday. except F e d d  holidays. 

b u d  at Washington. D.C. on October 15.. 
1997. 

early yeam of the Kation's atomic e k g y  

comprised ota number of 
facilities and sucturet located within 

&mmily of testing of equipment. 
materials. and commnenb Ios nuclear 
and & related ilmprama Tbesa 

AEuEuDA. kgan in 1946. S e v d  
buildinnt and h d  areas b e  

~* ., ~ 

I? ~a 97-27719  id io-i7--971a:4s m i  b= G i g n a d  for cl-up under the .. 
II(WCGGOE- - DOE Enviro~mmtal Restoration 

Pmgmm.Orberanuund~ing  ~. 
damntamiuation will he released as 

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY . they an c o n i p l d  and axe w 3 e d  to 
m s e t ~ c l a a n u p c r i t S r i . a n d  ~- 

[Docket No. ETECT03q standards for release without 
radiologid restrictions as established 

Celtification of the Radlofogid in W E  (Xda 5400.5. 
Condition of Building TO30 at the - 

Building TO30 is located in the north- 
Energy Technology Enginwring eas terndonofElZConlOthS~t , .  
Center Near Chatsworlh. CA off the wast side of G Street. among 
AGENCY: U.S. Department of ~nergy. a d j m t  buildin@ on paved 
Office of Environmental Restoration. pub Building T0s0 was co- 
ACTION: Notice of certif~cation. in 1958 a. a Particle Accelcntor 

Facility. The building has a t o t d  
SwMARY: The Department of Energy 
(DOEl has completed radiological 
surveys and taken remedial action m 
decontaminate Building TU30. Partide 
Accelerator Facility. locatad at the 
Energy Tschnology E~~@eaingCente~ 
~ n e a r c h a t n v o r t h .  Califomla. ~. . 
This property was found to contain . - 
radioactiye materials h activitiw 
caaied out for the Atomic E~~.IKv 

enc1os;d uea of 23li sq. ft. The tadlily 
wnsias of two connecting d o n s .  
both with me1 6aniug. siding, and 
mob. The rsar open (watl d o n  was 
collsl lu*ed~dicllkrtothehnt . 
o f k a ( s u t ) d o n . T h e r e u d o n  
wm am&ud to .aommodate a low- 

pm& i n  ~ t i u m  (P-TI n e u m  source. 
An outride concrets 4. nor(h of the 

Commission and the Energy - west seaion, provided shielding for the . 

acceieratm bum. Men's and women's 
reskuoms were built into the facility so 
tbet tbe facility pmvided a complete 
self-cont.inededa&lerator test 

' installation. A fenced-in atea betweec 
Buildings TO30 and the adjacent 
building T841 was previously used as a 
~alletizcd material holding area. TO the 
~ r t h  of TWO. south of T&. and west 
of both buildin@ are outcroppings of 
ChagwoRh sandstone fopnation. This 
formation is only about 50 ft. from the 
noah and west sides of TOSO. 

After kdlity construction in 1958, a 
Van de Grad accelerator was moved 
into the W t y  in 1960. The accelerator 
could pmvide a pmton h a m  of up to 
tens of micmammres in current. with 
continuously adbtable energies h m  a 
few hundred KeV up to a maximum of 
about 1 MeV. Tbe particle beam was 
well focused, with a diameter of a few 
milheten.  Neuhons were generated 
using a tritium rsrget via the 'H[pp)3He 
&on Fivcgdon cans of borated 
water wem usid Sor neutmn shielding 
around the machine. 
The d e n t o r  was operated h m  

1960 through 1%. at which t i s c  the 
facility war decommissioned. E m  
thou& it was not in use. the accelerator 

r h d  hitium wniamipation It was 
believed that the tritium contaminstion 
had not spread to sunuunding arsas. 
Following removal of acnlirator in 
1966. tbe building war surveyed and no 
residual mnmnination was found. The 
buildinn was r e l d  for other uses. 
and h.~subsequently bden w d  ss an 
0% building for purch.sins and on- 
site ha5c admipirmtive work until 
.... 
In 1988, a g e n d  radiological Nnrey 

w u  conducted to clarify and identifp 
areasatmrequiringfurther - 
radiological inrpechon or mediation; 
Buildrng TO30 was lnduded in this 
survev. The scow of the Buildinn TO30 
s& incl~de~ambiant gamma" 
axposure rate memxements. 
"indication" beta swm of the 
d & r  momand &outside paved 
area used for &rim ualletized 
containe~~. and extigor soil samples fo; 
hitium content The result of that 
suvev showed no d e t d l e  
contehmtion in the facility. Tritium 
analvses on ten soil sam~les and the 
beta-survey rhomd no detatablc 
activity. Background-correcmd gamma 

acceptrncs limit of 5 p R b .  
In Septedar 1995. &eOllr Ridge 

Institute for Scisnce and Education 
(ORIS9 wnducted a con6n1~tq 
nrrvsg of woenl facilities at lrnx. 
indud@ Building T030. With ihs - 
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- 
-amption of a single hd ing  for 

movable  tritium contamination of 
6.600 dpmll00 a n 2  below the 
acceptance limit of 10,000 dpml100 

-- cm2) found on the north wall of the 

;;Ublirhed DOE Order 5400.5. This FOR NUTHER WFORMATlON CONTACT: 
Reouests for additional information or Earification of mmpli.na provides 

. u u M c e  thrt fu& use of the propany will 
="It in 00 ndiologid sxporurr above 
applicable gui&linl. atablubed m protect 
members of tbe g h l  public o: site 

coiies of the form and instructions 
should be directed to Stepben E. 
Calopedis at the address listed above. 

accelerator mom, no unusual findiegs 
were noted. However, ORISE did 
question the completeness of the 1988 

-survev. Sveci6callv. ORISE 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMAWN: 

L Bacipund 
U. h s :  Actions 
Dl. Request for Comments Rupee owned by Boeing North 

Arnerimn h c o p m t e d  mxnkuehded c-ilete measurements 
of total or removable surface activity I. Background 

In order to fdfill its responsibilities 
under the Federal Energy 
Administration Act of 1974   pub.^. 93- 
275) and the Department of Energ)- 
Organization Act Pub. L. 95-91). the 
Energy Information Administration 
E I A I  is obliged to cam out a cenhd. 

Building TO30 a t  the E n e w  
Technology Engineering Center 
(situated within Area N of the Santa 
Susana Field Laboratory), located ih a 
portion of Tract "A" of Rancho Simi, in 
the County of Ventura. State of 
California. as per map recdrded in Book 
3. Page 7 of Miscellaneous Records of 
Ventura county. 

hued in Washington. D.C. on O d o k  10. 
1997. 

I m 6  I. Fiore. 

and additional samline for hiti& 
- activity in the accelkt& -. 

Consistent with ORISE's advice, a 

~ 0 3 6  was conducted bv E l k  in 1996.- 
- IU 1996 appmximately 2.311 sq. fl of 

asbestos floor tile was removed and 
disposed of The cost associated with 
the removal of the asbestos floor tile war 
approximately 59,200. Tbe radiological 

-survey cost associated with Building 
TWO could not be isolated from total 

. . 
comprebens~ve. and ukiied energy data 
and information program. As part of this 
program. EL4 collects. nduates. 
assembles. analyzes, and disseminates 
data and information related to e n e  

radiolonical facilitv .un.evs but is ~cting ~ . p u t y ~ s s i s l o n t  Surcturyfor m o t m e  reserves. pioduction, dew-d. 
~ n v i m n m c d  Restomtion. and technolm. and related economic estimacd to have Sost ap~mximately 

-s20,000. 
NO appreciable ~ e r s o ~ e l  radiation IFR Ihc 97-27720 Filed 1&17-97:~&45 -I and statistid information relevant to .. . . -. - . . - .~ - .  

llLWGcnE--r the adequecy of e n e w  resources to . . 
meet demands in the near and longer 

fubrre for the &tion's 
expo& was anti'cipated or 
encountered during decontamination 

-and decommiuioihg and surveying of 
Building T030. 

The wrti6mtion docket will be : 
ayiiIable for M a w  kyeen 9:OO rm 
and 4:W p.m.. Monday through Friday -- 
(except Federal holidays), in the US. 
W E  qUbiic Reading Room located in 
Room lFil9O of the F o r r d  Buildinn. 

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY and social seeds. . - The EIA, as part of its continuing 
Energy Intormati& A~inistrat lon effort to reduce papawork and 

respondent burden (required by the 
Agency Informstlon C 0 l l d 0 n  Paverwork Reduction Act of 1995 [Pub. 
A c t l v l u :  PmpOSed 

-~ ~ ~ ~~-~ - -  - . 
Collection; L. i04-13)). conducts a presurvey 

Comment R€WeSt consultation p- to provide the 
general publit ~d other'feded 
agencies with an opportunity to 

AGENCY: EOefgy Information 
Administration. WE 

- 
1000 Iudependemx Avenile. S.W.. 

-Washington, DC Copies of the . . 
ACTION: Agency information collectios 
activities: Ropared collection: comment 

certificaiion d&ttwill also be continuing r&o& forms. This 
pmgram helps to prepare data requests 
in the desired format, minimize 
reporting burdes, develop clearly 
understandable reportinn forms, and 

available at the following lo&ons: 
W E  Public Documsnt Room. US. 

-Department of en erg^., C)al;land 
Operations Oftice. the F e d d  Building, 
1301 Clay Stmet, Oll;knd. California: 
California State University. Northridge. 

-Urban hrchives Center. Oviett Library. 
Room 4.18111 NordboK, Northridge. ' 

California: Simi V d v  Library. 2629 
Tapo Canyon Rod.  Simi Valley. 
- California; and the Plan Branch. Los 

Angeles Public Libnry. 23600 Victory 
Bodward, Woodland Hills. California 

W E  has issued the foUowios 

request. 

SUMMAFiY: The Energy Information 
AdrninisIxation (EIA) is soliciting . 
comments concerning the proposed 
extension to the Form EIA-1605, 

assess the impact i f  coll&tion 
requirements on respondents:Ako. M 
will later seek approval by the Office of 
Manmgement and Budget (OMB) for the 
collections under Section 3507h) of the 
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 (Pub. 
L. 104-13. Title 44, U.S.C. Chapter 35). 

The EIA developed these greenhouse 
gas forms p1~7-t to section 1605b) of 
the Enern Policv Act of 1992 [Rrb. L 

"Voluntary Reporting of Greenhouse 
Gases." [long version) m d  the Form 
M-1605Et. "Voluntan Reno- of 
Greenhouse her." (sh& vkrsionx 
DATES: Written comments must be 
submitted on or before December 19. 
1997. tf you anticipate that yop will be 
submitting comments. but h d  it 
diflicult to do so within the M o d  of 
time allowed by this notice, you should 
advise the contact listed below of your 

1024867h2 U.S:C 13385) to Gflect the 
guidelines set forth in Voluntary 
Re~ortine of Greenhouse Cases under 
&on lk05b) of the En= Policy Act 
of 1992: G e n d  Guidelines IM)EIPO- - The US. Dcp.mnant of DOE). 

O d m d  Opemtionr Of&. En~imnmentd 
Rarlonticm Divlrian. hu reviewed md 

intention tb do so as soon as 
I S D ~ E S :  Smd comments to Stephen 0028). These forms are desi&ed to 
E Cllopedis. Energy lnformatioo coUect voluntarily reported data on 
~&tration. @ce of Iu tmted  ereenhouse eas emkiions. achieved 

~ . 
~nalysis and Fo-tin% EX&. kuctions Gthese emissions, and 
Fonestal Buildinn. US. Deuartment of increased carbon fixation. Fuaber. the 4 the Technology Engineering Cmtrr. 

&red on d y s i s  of dl &u m U 4  and 
the results of the independent vdht ion .  
W E d e s t h a t t h e f o l b m i q p m ~ i s  
in coqI*nce with W E  radiological ~ ~~ 

--Qco~*tion m t a i . 4  .~ .= . . . ,. 

Energy. w&&. DC 2 3 ~ 5 .  (202) forms support the Climate Change 
586-1156. e-mail: . . . Action Plan by collecting information 
btepbeecalopediseeia.doe.gov.gnd , on commitmeats to reduce greenhouse 
FhX. (202) 586-3045. -. gas emissions and to sequester carbon in 
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DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 

m c k e t  No. ETEC-TO301 

Cedication of the Radiological Condition of Building TO30 at 
the Energy Technology Engineering Center Sear Chatsworth CA 

AGmCY: U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Environmental 
Restoration. 

ACTION: Xotice of certification. 

SUh4XlARY: The Department of Energy (DOE) has completed radiological 
surveys and taken remedial action to decontaminate Building T030, 
Particle Accelerator Facility, located at the Energy Technology 
Engineering Center (ETEC) near Chatsworth, California. This propeny 
was found to contain radioactive materials from actkities carried out 
for the Atomic Energy Commission and the Energy Research and 
Development Administration (AEClERDA), predecessor agencies to DOE. 
Although DOE ow- the majority of the buildings and equipment, a 
subsidiary of Boeing Korth American Incorporated, Rocketdyne Division, 
owned the land. 

FOR FLXTHER INFORWION CONTACT: .Mike Lopez, Program 
Manager, 
Environmental Restoration Division, Oakland Operations Office, U S. 
Department of Energy, Oakland, CA 94612-5208. 

SUPPLEMEh-TARY INFORMATIOX: DOE has implemented 
environmental 
restoration projects at ETEC (Ventura County, Map Book 5, Page 7, 
Miscellaneous Records) as part of DOE'S Environmental Restoration 
Program. 



One objective of the program is to identify and clean up or otherwise 
control facilities where residual radioactive contamination 
remains from activities carried out under contract to AECERDA during 
the early years of the Nation's atomic energy program. 

ETEC is comorised of a number of facilities and structures located 
within ~drninistra&e Area IV of the Santa Susana Field Laboratory. The 
work performed for DOE at ETEC consisted primarily of testing of 
equipment, materials, and components for nuclear and energy related 
programs. These nuclear energy research and development programs, 
conducted by -4tomics International under contract to AECIZRD~ began in 
1946. Several buildings and land areas became radiologically 
contaminated as a result of facility operations and site actikities. 
Building TO30 is one ETEC area that has been designated for cleanup 
under the DOE Environmental Restoration Program. Other areas undergoing 
decontamination will be released as they are completed and are verified 
to meet established cleanup criteria and standards for release without 
radiological restrictions as established in DOE Order 5400.5. 

Building TO30 is located in the north-eastem section of ETEC on 
10th Street, off the west side of G Street, amonz several adiacent 
buildings on paved ground. Building TO30 constructed in 1958 as a 
Particle Accelerator Facility. The building has a total enclosed area 
of 2,3 1 1 sq. ft. The facility consists of two connecting sections, both 
with steel e n g ,  siding, and roofs. The rear open (west) section was 
co~tructed perpendicular to the front office (east) section. The rear 
section was configured to accommodate a low-voltage particle 
accelerator used as a proton on tritium (P-T) neutron source. An 
outside concrete wall, nonh of the west section, provided shielding 
for the accelerator beam. Men's and women's restrooms were built into ~ ~ - ~ 

the facility so that the facility provided a complete self-contained 
acceleraror tesr installation. .4 fenced-in area berween Buildings TO30 
and the adjacent building T641 was previously used as a palle&d 
material holding area. To the north of TO3O. south of T641. and west of 
both buildings are outcroppings of ~hatsworth sandstone f&rmation. This 
formation is only about 50 ft. from the nonh and west sides of TO3O. 

After facility construction in 1958, a Van de Graaf accelerator was 
moved into the facility in 1960 The accelerator could provide a proton 
beam of up to tens of microamperes in current, with continuously 
adjustable energies from a few hundred Key up to a maximum of about 1 
MeV. The particle beam was well focused, with a diameter of a few 
millimeters. Xeutrons were generated using a tritium target ~ i a  the 
<SUP>3<iSUP>H(p,n)<SUP>34SL!>He reaction. 
Five-gallon cans of borated water were used for neutron shielding around the 
machine. 



The accelerator was operated from 1960 through 1964, at which time 
the facility was decommissioned. Even though it was not in use, the 
accelerator remained in the facility after 1964. In 1966, a smear 
survey of the accelerator showed tritium contamination. It was believed 
that the tritium contamination had not spread to surrounding areas. 
Following removal of the accelerator in 1%6, the building was surveyed 
and no residual contamination was found. The building was released for 
other uses, and had subsequently been used as an office building for 
purchasing and on-site traffic administrative work until 1995. 

In 1988, a general radiological survey was conducted to cl* and 
identify areas at ETEC requiring h h e r  radiological inspection or 
remedimtion; Building TO30 was included in this survey. The scope of 
the Building TO30 survey included ambient gamma exposure rate 
measurements, "indication" beta surveys of the accelerator room and 
the outside paved area used for storing palletized containers, and 
exterior soil samples for tritium content. The result of that survey 
showed no detectable contamination in the facility. Tritium analyses on 
ten soil samples and the beta survey showed no detectable activity. 
Background-corrected gamma measurements were all less than the 
acceptance limit of 5 <greek-m>R/hr. 

In September 1995, the Oak Ridge Institute for Science and 
Education (ORISE) conducted a confirmatory survey of several facilities 
at ETEC, including Building T030. 

With the exception of a single finding for removable tritium 
contamination of 6,600 dpa'100 cm<SC.>24SLT> (below the acceptance 
limit of 10,000 dpmi final 100 cm2) found on the north wall of the 
accelerator room, no unusual findings were noted. However, ORISE did 
question the completeness of the 1988 survey. Specifically, ORISE 
recommended complete measurements of total or removable surface activity 
and additional sampling for tritium actkit). in the accelerator area. Consistent 
with ORISE's 
advice, a comprehensive survey of Building TO30 was conducted by 
ETEC in 1996. 

In 1996 approximately 2,3 1 1 sq. A. of asbestos floor tile um 
removed and disposed of. The con associated with the removal of the 
asbestos floor tile was approximately $9,200. The radiological survey 
cost associated with Building TO30 could nor be isolated from total 
radiological facility surveys but is estimated to have cost 
approximately S20,000. 

No appreciable personnel radiation exposure was anticipated or 
encountered during decontamination and decommissioning and surveying of 
Building T030. 



The certification docket will be available for review between 9:00 
a.m. and 4:00 p.m., Monday through Friday (except Federal holidays), in 
the US.  DOE Public Reading Room located in Room 1E-190 of the 
Forrestal Building, 1000 Independence Avenue, S.W., Washington, DC 
Copies of the certification docket will also be available at the 
following locations: DOE Public Document Room, U.S. Department of 
Energy, Oakland Operations Office, the Federal Building, 1301 Clay 
Street, Oakland, California; California State University, Northridge, 
Urban Archives Center, Oviatt Library, Room 4, 181 11 Nordhoff, 
Northridge, California; Simi Valley Library, 2629 Tapo Canyon Road, 
Si Valley, California; and the Platr Branch, Los hgeles  Public 
L ib rq ,  23600 Victory Boulevard, Woodland Hills, California. 

DOE has issued the following statement of certification. 

Statement of Certification: Energy Technology Engineering Center, 
Building TO30 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), Oakland Operations Ofice, 
Environmental Restoration Division has reviewed and analvzed the 
radiological data obtained follou&decontamination of ~ ~ i l d i n ~  
TO30 at the Energy Technology Engineering Center. Based on analysis 
of all data collected and the results of the inde~endent 
verification, DOE certifies that the following property is in 
compliance with DOE radiological decontamination criteria and 
standards as established in DOE Order 5400.5. This certification of 
compliance prokides assurance that fUture use of the property will 
result in no radiological exposure above applicable guidelines 
established to protect members of the general public or site 
occupants. Accordingly, the property specified below is released 
from DOE'S Environmental Restoration Program. 

Property Owned by Boeing Xorth American Incorporated 

Building TO30 at the Energy Technology Engineering Center (situated 
within Area IV of the Santa Susana Field Labofato~), located in a 
portion of Tract "A" of Rancho Si, in the County of Ventura, State 
of California, as per map recorded in Book 3, Page 7 of Miscellaneous 
Records of Ventura County. 

Issued in Washington, D.C., on October 10, 1997. 
James I. Fiore: 
Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary for Environmental Restoration 
P D o c .  97-27720 Filed 10-17-97; 8:45 am] 
BILLKG CODE 6450-01-P 



EXHIBIT I1 

SlTEWIDE RELEASE CRIERIA FOR REMEDIATION OF FACILITIES 
AT THE SANTA SUSANA mELD LABORATORY (INCLUDES 

ENERGY TECHNOLOGY ENGINEERING CENTER) AND 
ASSOCIATED MXUMENTATION 



A'' 
- ur~ited States Government Department of Enaw 

- 

- memorandum 
l lERY TO 

OF: DOE Oakland Operations Office(ERD1 
- 

-EC: Radiological Site Release Criteria for ETEC 

- 
10: Sally Robison, EM-44 

- 
I am requesting the approval of the radiation site release criteria for *he Ener~y 
Technology Engineering Center. The release criteria are a critical component in - the DOE process for releasing facilizies for unrestricted use. The California 
Department of Health Services hes apcroved the site release criteria in a leEzr 
dated August 9 (see atzzchment 1). 

The propcsed limits were developed in the following way: 

1) Annual exposure dose. Rockerdyne proposes to use a dose limit of 15 rnrernlyr 
to comply with the 100 rnrem plus ALARA as required by DOE 5400.5). This 
limit is also consis:ent with the anticipated rules of the NRC and EPA. 

2) Ambient exposure rate. The proposed limit of SpFihr above natural Oackgrcund 
complies with the limit of 20pRihr. plus ALARP., as s a t ed  in DOE Order 5400.5. 
This prspcsad limit is csnsistent with NRC limi~s for iiockex!yne facilities az the 
S a n z  Sussna Field Lacorstor{. ih is  h i :  wculc be imposed fcr accassi'cie. cr 
pcren?iaily acczssible, s:ruc:ures and !mi. 

S! Surface cmtaninaticn. Surface cmtarninericn limits comply with DCE C.r~=er 
5cOC.S and specify the por~stisi  t:nrar;.,inants prescnt in :he Rocke~cyne iaciikies. 

4! Eezeric Lfmi:s for Soii end Wa~e:. Tie  generic h i t s  for soii and wa:e: we-s 
esrekiiskx! using the DCE parhv;a1, enelysis code ESiiAZ. 



- Ms. Robison 2 

- 
The prapcsed si;e re!ease criteria are inc!ujed in "Proposed Sitewide Release --. " Criterie for Remedia;ion of Facikies a: the S s r ~  , Revision A. NO01 SRR140127. 

- 
Your approvai is reques~ed by SegenSe: : 6.1 2%. 

AcTin~ 3irec;or 
Environmental 
Fies;orarion Division 

- 
c=: R. Liadle, E 5 0  

M. Lopez, E3D 
- .D. Williams, EM-$43 



. -~ - 
. . . . _  . - . -~ ; .  .... . . . . . . . . 

DOE F iazs.8 
(01.931 

United States Government . Department of Energy 

memorandum 
wex? TO 
.7NO~=. E M 4 4  (D. Williams. 903-8173) 

sGscz: Sitewide Limits for Release of Facilities Without Radiological Restriction 

rc R. Liddle, Oakland Operations Office 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

At several locations at the Santa Susana Field Labomtory (SSFL), low levels of 
radiological  con^ ramination in buildings and in soil have occurred and have been or will be 
cleaned up for eventual release for use without radiological mtrictions. The DOE requirements 
for allowable midual radioactiviry in sites suitable for release without radiological resnicrions 
("unmtricred release") are established in DOE Order 5400.5 (Ref. 1). Specific guidelines are 
given in 5400.5 for m i k e  conwnination and for direct gamma exposure. However, except for 
radium and thorium in soil, no Speeitic guidelines arr provided for residual contamination in soil 
or water. It has become clear that a set of DOE-authorized limits for the SSFL would greatly 
facilitate the process of detemmm 

. . g that a facity is acceptably clean and verifying this with a 
confirmatory survey. Approval of such a set of authorized limits is provided for in DOE ~ r d &  
5400.5, Chapter IV. Section 5, and in draft 10 CFR 834.301(c). 

The purpose of this report is to develop a set of proposed guideline values for approval by 
DOE for the =lease without radiological restriction of DOE facilities at the SSFL. The various 
categories of release guidelines include, 1) anuual expected dose, 2) soil and water concentration 
guidelines, 3) surface comamination guidelines, and 4) ambient gamma exposure rate. The 
guidelines prrsented in this rcpon are for residual radioactivity above backgod .  When 
feasible, the local backpound activity of the suspect radionuclides should be defermined and 
these badcgrobnd values subtracted from the measured release survey data 

The goal for these l i m i ~  is to provide assuranct that reawnable fume uses of the property 
will not result in individual doses acceding 15 millimn per year. This is consistent with cumnt 
EPA and NRC guidance, and is supponed by a generic cost-benefit analysis presented in 
Ref- 2. 
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2. ANNUAL DOSE LIMITATION 

DOE Order 5400.5 specifies a base Total Effective Dose Equivalent (TEDE) l i t  of 100 
millirem per year for any potential future occupant of a remediated site. The Order also requires 
the use of the As Low -4s Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) principle to establish Authorized 
Limits at a level that is below the base limit. Rocketdyne is proposing to apply a value of 15 
millimn per year for the calculation of derived limits for the cleanup of DOE sites at the SSFL, 
consistent with EPA and NRC guidance. A limit of 15 millimn per year ( m y e a r )  is adopted 
to assure that future uses will contriburc small doses compared to natural background doses, 
which are in the range of 250-400 &year (Ref. 3). This limit is considered to be as low as 
reasonably achievable below the basic DOE dose limit of 100 mmyear .  The 15 mrempear 
value corresponds to a calculated increased lifetime cancer risk to a potential future user of the 
site of 3 x lo4. 

For any reasonable assigned cost per person-rem, further r e d d o n  of anticipated dose due 
to exposure to residual radioactivity at the site is difficult to justify. For example, the EPA 
proposed TEDE of 15 &year was arrived at after extensive ALARA analysis of cleanup 
costs and benefits at sixteen "Reference Sites" repmentine a wide range of conditions found at 
contaminated sites throughout the United States.  heir a&dyxs assumed a residential use of the 
decomaminated sires, and their conclusions were that the 15 mremlyear limit rrpre~nted the 
most effective value considering all the technical and socio-political issues involved. 

Fwthermore, at the SSFL, comerwive choices in the developmen& measurement, and 
int9prc*uion of limits and final surveys provide a firm bias towards ovaestimation of the 
mmhhg risk. These include, 1) a c o d v e  residential scenario for the pathway analyses, 2) 
use of calibration sources that tend to underrstimate the detector efficiency for the likely 
contaminants, and 3) both qualitative and quantitative tests that provide assurance that the 
decommissioned facility is suitable for release without radiological restrictions. 
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3. SOIL AND WATER GUIDELINES 

Since there are no federal or suue regulatory limits for soil contamination for many of the 
potential or actual radionuclides of concern at SSFL, site-specific guidelines must be developed. 
This development is done, as required by the DOE Order, by use of a "pathways" analysis 
program, which estimates the radiological dose (total effective dose equivalent) that a fuhlre user 
of the property might receive, considering the residual radioactivity and various conditions of 
use. An effort is made to make these use conditions as reasonable for the use and the local area 
as can be achieved, without greatly over-estimating or &-estimating potential doses. 

To establish these guidelines for cleanup operations at SSFL, the pathways analysis 
program RESRAD (Ref. 4), developed at Argonne Ejational Laboratory (ANL) for use by DOE, 
has been used to calculate single radionuclide guidelines for the radionuclides of potential 
concern at SSFL. 

For soil, a dose limit of 15 millirem pcr year is used For consideration of radiological 
contamhation in water, which may be collected h m  wells, sumps, below-grade seepage, or 
surface water, concmtration guidelines were calculated h m  the Dose Conversion Factors 
(DCFs) in RESRAD, using the EPA limit of 4 millirem per year for ingested drinking water 
(Ref. S), and the EPA assumed intake of water, 2 I i tgs  pcr day. These h i t s  are more restrictive 
than those imposed on releases from operating facilities, as provided by DOE Order 5400.5 (Ref. 
I), NRC (Ref. 6), the State of California (Ref. 7), and EPA for uranium mines and mills (Ref. 8). 

3.1 Pathway A d y s b  

Pathways analysis involves calculating the doses rrceived by a person through several 
pathways: direct d h i o n  exposure; inhalation of airborne radioactivity; drinking water 
containing radioactivity; eating foods that have accumulated radioactivity, through uptake of 
water with radioactivity h m  the soil, or with airborne radioactivity deposited on the foliage; and 
ingestion of small amounts of comsminatcd soil. 

The pathways analysis program RESRAD, now in Version 5.61, was developed in the late 
1980's for DOE by Argorme National Laboratory for the purpose of performing pathways 
analysis for a broad range of applications. Considerable flexibility is provided in the program for 
representing the site-speciiic conditions of exposure, to permit making the calculation as 
reasonable for the application as is possible. 

Four general typcs of use may be considered for land for the purpose of calculating dose, 
other than the obvious zero-dose case of non-w. These may be idenaed as the indumial 
scenario, the wilderness scenario (or recfeafional, such as a park or golf course), the residential 
scenario, and the family farm scenario. Within these general use scenarios, choices are made for 
occupancy time (indoors and outdoors), water use, and food sources. Further choices are made 
to represent the contamination situation, geology, and hydrology. The program comes with a 
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complete set of generally c o d v e  default values, and these may be changed as appropriate 
to reflea local reality in terms of usage practices and physical conditions, to produce a realistic 
pathways analysis for the specific site. The default values and the values actually used by the 
program in the analysis are l i d  in the output for each calculation so d e p a m s  h m  the 
default set are well recorded. The printed mults h m  the calculations described in this report 
are stored in the EnvironmCntal Remediation (ER) library file. 

The family farm, on which family members spend 100% of their time, drinking water h m  
the nuface or h m  wells, eating vegetables and h i t  grown on the land and irrigated with the 
same water: raising their mear, milk, and fish on that land, is not a reasonable scenario for the 
site. Although commercial farming is practiced in low-lying valley and coastal areas west of the 
facility, the rugged nature and topography of the SSFL, combined with poor soil quality, would 
reasonably preclude a family farm activity on the site. Further, recent laud use ands in the area 
have been to conversion of previous farming property to other non-fhmiq uses. Thus, the 
industrial, wilderness, and residential scenarios are all perhaps equally probable for the future of 
the site, and should be the scenarios considered. 

32 Property Usage Scenarios 

The iwlsic usage conditions (per year) modeled in these calculations, for each of the three 
rralistic scenarios, arc 1 in Table 1. A complete listing of all I&SW inpm data, for 
the three scenarios, is given in Appendix A. Discussion on specific RESRAD input paramaen 
is given below in Section 3.3 

Table 1. Property Usage Conditions for Thm Realistic Scenarios 

33 RESRAD Input Parametera 

Default values provided in RESRAD are considaed to be conservative estimatff intcndcd 
for use when no site-spitic information is available. Uscrs of the program are encouraged, 
however, to use input data that most closely reflects a d  conditions existiug on their site. 
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part of several earlier efforts at the SSFL, a number ofscreening evaluations were performed
using the RESRAD code to determine which of the app roximately 80 input parameters required
by RESRAD were of significance to the general SSFL area. These screening evaluations also
were useful in determining conservative site-specific values for input to the code, when the
default values were not used. In general, changes to most of the parameters were found to have a
negligible effect on the final results because certain dose pathways were either not applicable or
negligible for the given scenarios .

: Default values for the area of contamination (10,000 m2)
and the length parallel to aquifer flow (100 m) were assumed. For the depth of contamina tion, a
conservative value of 1 meter is assumed. Measurements conducted at the site have indicated
histo rical maximum values ranging from about 0 .4 to 0.6 in for this parameter.

Occupancy Parameters : The default RESRAD values for occupancy of a residence on an
affected site are 50% of the time spent indoors and 25% of the time spent outdoors , on the site.
Thus, 25% of the time the occupancy is assumed to be off site. For the residential scenario,
assuming 8,760 hours in a year, this transla tes into 4,380 hours spent indoors , 2,190 hours spent
outdoors on the site, and 2,190 hours spent off site . For the industrial scenario, the
corresponding percentages are assumed to be 20% , 4%, and 76% respectively . For the
wilderness scenario, the corresponding percentages are 0%, 10%, and 90% .

Shielding F ct rs: The annual dose estimates calculated by RESRAD from either direct
exposure or by inhalation (dust) are functions of two "structural" shielding parameters and the
fraction of time an individual is assumed to spend inside a structu re built on the site. Both
shielding factors range from 0 to 1 , and may be changed by the user to more appropriately match
actual site conditions. For inhalation, the RESRAD default is 0.4, and this value is assumed for
the present evaluations . For direct gamma exposure, the RESRAD default is 0 .7, which is a
rather conservative estimate of gamma shielding by a structu re. For the present calculations, this
latter value was adjusted from the default, for both the industrial and residential scenarios, to
account for local construction practice which dictate a minimum 4-inch (0.1 m) concrete slab
under the structure.

.

The gamma shielding factor used as input to RESRAD was calculated by modeling a

typical two-story residential structure, and a single story industrial structu re using the computer
code MicroShield' . MicroShield is a point-kernel gamma shielding code developed for IBM-

compatible personal computers, based on the mainframe code ISOSHLD. For the residential

structure, a conservative lower bound footprint (area) value of 93 m2 (1,000 ft) was assumed.
For the indust rial structure, a 186 m2 (2,000 ft) area was assumed. A circular area was used

with MicroShield to obtain maximum code accuracy with minimum computational time .

' MicroShield, Version 4 . 0, Grove Engineering, Inc., 15215 Shady Grove Road, Suite 200, Rockville, MD 20850 .
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Screening calculations indicated no significant di fkmces between the results for circular and 
square areas of the same volume. 

In all cases the contaminated soil was assumed to have a density of 1.5 g/cm2, and a 
thickness of 1 meter. Dose calculations were performed for two vertical distances (lm for the 
ground floor and 3.6 m for the second story) and for three radial distances (center, midpoint, and 
edge of mucture). The isotopic mix input to MimShield was the same as that used for the 
present RESRAD calculations, with a concentration of 1 pCUg for each isotope. Resulting 
gamma energy groups for this isotope mix ranged &om 0.1 to 1.5 MeV. A factor of 0.89 was 
used to account for gamma shielding from a typical smctmd wall composed of approximarely 1 
inch of stucco and 518 inch of drywall, and a window area of approximately 10% of the wall 
area 

Effective gamma shielding factors obtained from the MimShield calculations arr given in 
Appendix A. For the residential scenario (the most credible), it is assumed that 12 hours are 
spent inside the structure per day. If it is fkther assumed that 8 of these hours are spent upstairs 
in a bedroom, 4 hours are spent downstairs in a family room, and that a person (on average) is 
located at the midpoint between the cmter and the edge of the structure, then the effective 
gamma shielding factor would be: (0.67)(0.61) - (O.X)(O.3 1) = 0.51. For the industrial . 

scenario, the value is 0.25, which is the shielding value at the midpoint location for the single 
story mucture. 

Table 2. Gamma Shielding Factor Calculations 
for Typical SSFL Structure 

Radial Location 
Residentid Structure 
Center 

Midpointl 

Perinled 
Industrial Structure 
Center. 

Midpointl 
P e r i m d  

Widpoint benveen the center and the perimeter of the sinmure 
"Edge of the structurr. 

Gamma Shielding Factor 

1st Floor 2nd Floor 
(93 m' footprint, two story) 

0.27 
0.3 1 

0.57 

(186 m2 footprint, 
0.22 
025 

0.58 

0.57 
0.61 

0.71 

single story) 
- 
- 
- 
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It should be noted, that these values do not take into account any out-stmams such as 
garages and patios, both of which would result in additional gamma shielding, and both of which 
would almost certainly be pan of any residences built on the site. 

-: Defaut RESRAD input values for food and water consumption are 
based on the family farm scenario, where a significant portion of the diet is grown or raised on 
the site. For the three credible scenarios considered here, these parameters were adjusted as 
follows: for the residential scenario, it is conservatively assumed that a small Man (10% of 
that grown on a family farm) of the fruit and leafy vegetables consumption would be from 
material gown on site. The values used are 16 kgiyear per person and 1.4 Wyear per person, 
respectively. It was further assumed that water for the residence would be obtained from a well 
on the site (5 10 litery3ear per person). 

For the industrial and wilderness d o s ,  it was assumed that no water would be used 
that was taken from the site; thus, all wata pathways were suppressed with the exception of a 
secondary pathway via plant ingestion. In the industrial case, bottled drinlcing water is supplied. 
Since essentially all surface at present is a result of the current industrial operations, no 
surface water would be available in the wilderness scenario. It is also assumed that perhaps 1% 
of the family farm fruit consumption value might be collected from wild sources, thus, 0.14 
kg/year is used for these scenarios. 

p: TheSSFLfacilityislocaredintheSimiHillsin 
eastern Verrmra County, California The Simi Hills arc in the northern part of the Transverse 
Range geomorphic province, and are composed primarily of exposures of the Upper Cretaceous 
Chauworth Formation. This formation is a marine turbiditc sequence of sandstone with 
interbedded siltstone/mudstone and minor conglomeratic lenses. The Chatworth Fonnarion is ax 
least 1,800 m thick in locations east and north of the Facility. 

The principal geologic units at the SSFL arc the Chauworth Formation and the shallow 
alluvium which overlies the Chatsworth Formation in some parts of the Facility, notably in Area 
IV of the SSFL where the deunnmissioning and decontamimion of nuclear sites is taking place. 
This layer is Quaternary alluvium consisting of mixtures of llllconsoiidated sand, sik and clay, 
and would include the ntaminntce mne. Drill hola indicate that the layer may be as thick as 6 
meters in some locarim. 

The density of this alluvium layer is approximately 1.5 g/cm3. The total and effective 
porosity of the con taminated mu me assumed to be 0.43 and 0.20 based on the average of data 
for sand, silt, and clay as given in the RESRAD manual. Precipitation at the facility is measured 
anuually by a rain gauge located in the northeasran portion of the SSFL (Ventura County Rain 
Gauge Number 249). Based on measured data since 1959, the mean annual precipitation at the 
SSFL is approximately 18.6 inch, or 0.47 meters. In general, the majority of the precipitation 
occurs during the months of January through March. 
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Saturated There am two groundwater systems at the SSFL: 1) a 
shallow system in the surficial alluvium and the underlying zones of weathered sandstone and 
siltstoneiclaystone, and isolated shallow f k t u e  systems; and 2) a deeper regional system in the 
firacturrd Chatsworth Formation. The W o w  zone is discontinuous, with depths to groundwater 
rangjng from land surface to over 9 m. For the present study, we assume that this shallow region 
most conservatively represents the saturated zone, with an average depth to the water table of 
about 5 m. Hydraulic conductivity in the satmated zone generally ranges from about 30 to 3,000 
mlyear. Here, the higher value has been assumed. 

Typical pumping rates for deep weIls in the Charsworth Formation (rock) range from 60 to 
70 m31F up to a maximum of about 300 m3/year. For the shallow (alluvium) regioion, howeverI 
pumping rates are sigdcantly lower, typically about 35 m31year. Further: in the W o w  
@on, many weIls would be dry for a good h a i o n  of the year as the replenishment rate is 
generally low. Water table drop rates, therefore, would mnge up to 10 m as a result of on-site 
pumping. Without pumping, however, no data is available on any inherent lowering of the water 
table. For conservatism, therefore, the default value of 0.001 dyear has been assumed. 

m-: Two default values w a r  modified for the radon pathway. The thickness 
of the foundation was set at 0.1 m (4 inches) to correspond to the gamma shielding calculations 
discussed above. Also, the depth below ground surface was also set at 0.1 m, as basement 
muctures are not typical for the local area 

3.4 Calealntcd Soil and Water Guidelina from RESRAD 

The guidelines calculated hm the RESRAD code for various single radionuclides ~IE 

listed in Table 3 for comparison of the three scenarios. Values for each of the scemios were 
determined from separate RESRAD calculation nms using the input parameters given in 
Appendix A: Water guideline values in Table 3 w m  calculated from the dose conversion factors 
used in RESRAD for ingestion, using an EPA value of 2 litmiday total warn consumption @er 
pcrson) from the site, and an EPA dose limit of 4 m d y e a r  @ef. 5). 

For radionuclides specifically regulated by the EPA (and the State of California), the Safe 
Drinking Water Act (and CCR Title 22) limits were wd. Thcse arc (in Kill): 

H-3 ............................................................................ 20,000 
.............................................. Comb'lned Ra-226 and Ra-228 5 

Sr-90 ...................................................................................... 8 
Gross alpha (not including radon and uranium) ................. 15 
Gross bcta ....................................................................... 50 
U ~ u m  (U-234 + U-235 + U-238) ................................... 20 

For U-234, U-235, and U-238, DOE imposes the EPA regdations in 40 CFR 192 (and 
parts 190 and 440). for Ra-226, Th-228 and Th-232, DOE imposes the limits in DOE 
Order 5400.5. 
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3 5  Proposed Soil and Water Guidelines 

Based on the data in Table 3, proposed conservative guidelines, consistent with the several 
applicable regulations governing residual radioacrivity discussed above, are listed in Table 4. 
With the exception of uranium, radium, and thorium, the proposed soil guidelines are those 
calculated from RESRAD for theresidential use scenario. For uranium, proposed guidelines are 
those adopted by the NRC (30,30, and 35 pCiig for G-234, U-235, and U-238, respectively, see 

Table 3. RESRAD-Calculated Single Isotope Guidelines Values 

-- 

Radionuelide 
Am-241 
Co-60 
Cs-134 
Cs-137 
Eu-152 
Eu-154 
Fe-55 
H-3 
K40 
Mn-54 
Na-22 
Ni-59 
Ni-63 
Pu-238 
Pu-239 
Pu-240 
Pu-241 
Pu-242 
Ra-226 
sr-90 
Th-228 
n-232 
U;U4 
c-235 
U-238 

Ee comersion faaors, assuming the 
EPA dose limit of4 11vcm/year (see text). 

%or these radionuclides, the EPA Safe Drhkhg Wara Act or the State of California CCR 
Title 22 limits should be used (see Table 4). 
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Tabie 4. Proposed Soil and Water Guidelines for SSFL Facilities 
- 

Radionuelide 
h - 2 4 1  
Cod0 
Cs-134 
Cs-137 
Eu-152 
Eu-154 
Fe-55 
H-3 
K 4  
Mu-54 
Na-22 
Ni-59 
Xi-63 
PU-238 
PU-239 
PU-240 
PU-241 
PU-242 
Ra-226 
Sr-90 
Th-228 
m232  
u-234 
U-235 
U-23 8 
Gross alpha (not includ 
Gross beta 
?3tateofcalifomia~a: 

Soid Guidelines 
W~P, 

5.44 
1.94 
3.33 
9.20 
4.51 
4.11 

629,000 
31,900 
27.6 
6.11 
2.3 1 

151,000 
55,300 
37.2 
33.9 
33.9 
230 
35.5 

5Cd15C 
36.0 

F a n d l 9  
5 C d  15= 

3ob 
3ob 
35b 

radon and uranium) 

lum CQ . t h  

Water 
@W 

1.5 
200 
75 
110 
840 
570 

9,000 
20,000a 

290 
5000 
480 

26,000 
9,500 

1.7 
1.6 
1.6 
80 
1.6 
4.1 
8' 
6.8 
2.0 

total uranium 20' 

1 5a 
50' 

CCR Title 22 
b~enerally more conservative NRC limits for urauium isotopes 
are proposed. 

QOE Order 5400.5 limia are proposed (5 $i/g avaaged over 
first 15 an of soil depth and 15 pCilg averaged over 15 cm layers 
below the top 15 cm). 

Ref. 9). For radium and thorium, DOE Order 5400.5 limits are proposed (5 pCi/g averaged over 
fim 15 cm of soil depth and 15 pCig averaged ovcr 15 an layers below the top 15 cm, see 
Ref. 1). Guideiines established from the midentid use scenario ~IC the most mtrictive of the 
thne scenarios considaed. 
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Ihe choice of a basic dose limit of 15 &year for all pathways combined leads to lower 
limits than would result h m  the use of the dose limits established by the EPA for the uranium 
fuel cycle (Ref. 10) and by DOE for unresuicted release of contaminated property (Ref. 1). The 
water guidelines are those caiculated h m  the RESRAD dose convasion factors, using rhe EPA 
values for the basic dose limit and daily water intake, with the Maximum Contaminant Levels 
(MCL) specified for certain radionuclides by the State of Caliiomia (Ref. 11 j. 
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4. SURFACE CONTAMINATION GUIDELINES 

Surface contamination limits are specified in Figure N-1 of Chapter N in DOE Order 
5400.5. For SSFL facilities, these limits have been modified by specifying the potential 
co~uaminants present in the Rockwell facilities, and eliminadng those that are not pertinent. The 
proposed guidelines are given in Table 5.  As used in this table, dpm (disintegrations per minute) 
means the rate of emission by radioactive material as determined by correcting the counts per 
minute measured by an appropriate detector for background, efficiency, and geometric factors 
associated with the insmnnentation. 

Table 5. Proposed Surface Contamination Guidelines for SSFL Facilities 

As included in Table 5, Pu, Ra, U, Th, mixed fission products, and activation products, 
refer to those forms of radioactive material that comprise the residual activity at the SSFL. 

Radionuclide 
Plutonium, Radium 
Thorium 
Uranium 
IMxed fission products 
Activation produas 
Tritium 

Plutonium is predominately Pu-239; Radium is Ra-226. It is assumed that thorium is d c i e n t l y  
aged that all daughters are in equilibrium, Th-aawal. Uranium will occur in depleted, normal, 
or enriched forms; U-233 is not present Mixed fission products include Sr-90 and Cs-I37 as 
components of the mixture. Possible activation prod& include Co-60, Fe-55, Mn-54, Eu-152, 
Eu-154, -4-26, and similar radionuclides. 

Tritium conraminaton limits arc based on interim guidelines for removable d e  
contamination (Ref. 12). This lwel of removable comamination insurrs that any non-removable 
or volumetric comamination will not cause unacceptable exposures. 

Average 
over 1 m2 

(dpdO0 em3 
100 

1 ,c'c'o 
5,000 
%oO0 
5,000 - 

These guidelines would be imposed for accessible (or potentially accessible) swhces and 
SfllCfilTeS. 

M.rimpm 
in 100 em2 

(dpm/rO0 em3 
300 

3,000 
15,000 
15,000 
15,000 - 

. Removable 
(dpmIlO0 em3 

20 
200 
1.000 
1,000 
1,000 
10,000 
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5. AMBIENT GAMMA EXPOSURE. RATE 

A guideline of 5 pFU'br above natural background, measured at 1 meter above the surface, 
is proposed. This value has been imposed by the NRC for decommissioning research reactors 
(Ref. 13). It is as low as reasonably measurable, due to variations in backgroun4 and is 
significantly lower than the guideline of 20 CrRflir stated in DOE Order 5400.5, Chapter IV, 
Section 4.c. This guideline would be imposed for accessible (or potentially accessible) suuctures 
and land. Our experience has been that this lwel can be achieved and verified in facilities that 
would be suitable for continued use. 
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6. APPLICATION OF GUIDELINES 

The guidelines presented above should be used in planning any decontaminarion effort at 
the SSFL. .4nal:tical capability for detection of each radionuclide should be, ifpossible, less 
than one-tenth of the guideline values. That is, the Minimum Detectable Activity W A ,  bur 
LLD) should be less than 0.1 x guideline. Field measurements used to direct removal of 
con taminated soil should be capable of practical measurements below the guideline value. 
Survey measurements and sample analyses should be corrected for the local background activity 
of each radionuclide. 

6.1 Soid Guidelines 

Sample analysis is necessary to demonstrate the successful decontamination of soil areas. 
A qualitative scan will be performed using gamma-sensitive andlor beta-sensitive detectors to 
identify any sigdicant areas of residual contamination Soil samples will be taken from 
locations based on a 3x3 meter master grid. One sample will be taken from within a 1x1 meter 
grid lofation in each 3x3-meter section, based either on the qualitative scan survey indications at 
the area of maximum readings or, if no noticeable readings were found, at the location most 
likely to have residual contamination by the surveyor's judgment This selection assures a 
reasonably uniform sampling of the ground areas, at a sample density of approximately 11 
samples per 100 m2. 

Results h m  individual samples will be compared with the limit for hotspots of 9-mZ arra, 
that is, 3.3 x the adopted concentration limit Averages of adjacent samples, covering 100 m2, 
will be compared with the average limit. The ovcrall average, asslrming that the individual and 
100-m2 area averages satisfy the applicable lirnifs, will be used for a RESRAD confirmatory 
calculation. This calculation will be performed to demonstrate that the maximum expected 
annual dose for the indicated reasonable use scmario for the facility does nor exceed the 
proposed 15 m d y e a r  guideline value. 

For mktures of radionuclides in so& the "Sum of Fractions" rule is used. The sum of the 
ratios of concenuation of each radionuclide to the wrresponding guideline must not exceed 1. 
This value must be satisfied when samples are averaged owr each 100-mz region. For cases in 
wfiich the relative concentrations are known or assumed, this method is used to generate 
combined radionuclide guidelines for each radionuclide in the mixture. 

The guidelines are not intended to be spot limits, and should not be applied to individual 
mea~~ments. If the specific samPlini provides only (or fewer than) one measurement per 100- 

2 m area, each measurement becomes, by default, the "averagen for that 1 00-m2 area, and the 
guideliines have the effect of acting as spot limits. In cases where an individual sample exceeds 
the guideline value, additional samples should be taken h m  within the same 100-mz area, and 
.used to define the average comaminaton in this ami. 
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The maximum concentrations remaining as "hot spots" must have contamination less than 
thar calculated by the hot-spot rule presented in DOE Order 5400.5, Chapter IV, page 4. The 
average contamination within any area not exceeding 25 m2 shall not be greater than <lo0 1 A 
guideline, where A is the area in m'. Reasonable effoas shall be made to remove any soil with 
contamination that exceeds 30 x guideline (Ref. 4). 

6 3  Surface Contamination Guidelines 

The proposed nnface contamhation guidelines would be applied to all accessible surfaces 
and smmures. This would include ceilings, floors, and walls, and other potentially accessible 
locations such as attics. Where surface contamination by both alpha- and beta-gamma-emitting 
radionuclides exists, the guidelines established for alpha- and beta-gamma-emitting radionuclides 
should apply independently. Measurements of avaage comamination are averaged over an area 
of 1 m2. For objects of less surface area, the average should be derived for each such object. The 
maximum contamination level applies to an area of not more than 100 c d .  Surfaces of facilities 
which are likely to be comaminared, but are inaccessible for pllrposes of measurement, shall be 
presumed to be con mmimted in excess of the applicable limits. 

Following a complete qualitative scan of the facility, quantitative surface contamination 
measurements will be made over a M o n  of the strucrural surfaces, as determined by the 
designation of the area as aected or unaffected A&cted areas will be surveyed at a nominal 
M o n  of 11%. Unaffected areas will be surveyed at lesser M o m .  Locations for the 
quantitative survey mawramnts will be based on a 3x3 meter master grid One sample will be 
taken from within a 1x1 meter grid location in each 3x3-meter section, based either on the 
qualitative scan survey indications at the area of maximum readings or, if no noticeable readings 
were found, at the location most l i l y  to have residual contamination, by the surveyor's 
judgment. Results h m  individual locations will be compared with the applicable limits. 

Total surface contamination is measured by use of detectors primarily or exclusively 
sensitive to alpha or beta-gamma radiation After a qualitative survey of the &es of the 
entire subject aria, quantitative mcasurcmen*l are made on 1-m2 areas selected uniformly 
throughout the area. These mcamrements are made with the detcctas connected to a scaler set 
to accumulate counts for a 5-minute pe-riod. The detector is slowly scanned over the 1-m2 gid 
location and the numerical result, after correction for backgmd, count time, and detector 
efficiency, yields the 1-m2 average surface activity. These detcctas are calibrated against Th- 
230 for alpha activity and Tc-99 for beta activity. The emission energies of these radionuclides 
is generally less than those radionuclides found as contamination at SSFL. This results in an 
underestimate of the efficiency of the detectors for the actual contaminant radioactivity and 
hence an overedmate of the actual measurement 

The amouut of removable activity per 100 c d  of surface area is daermined by wiping an 
area of that size with dry filter or soft absorbent paper, applying moderate prrssure, and 
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measuring the amount of radioactive material on rhe wiping with an appropriate instrument of 
known efficiency. Typically at Rocketdyne, a low background gas flow proportional counter is 
used. When removable contamination on objects of surhx area less than 100 cm2 is 
determined, the activity per unit area should be based on the actual area and rhe entire surface 
should be wiped. It is not necessary to use wiping t e ~ h n i q ~ t o  measure removable 
contamination levels if direct scan surveys indicate that the total residual surface contamination 
levels are within the guidelines for removable contamination. 

Smear methods for tritium detecfion are similar to that described above, with the exception 
that a wet swipe or piece of Styrofoam should be used. If the property has been recently 
decontaminated, a follow-up measurement (smears) should be conducted to ensure that there is 
no build-up of contaminafion with time. 

6.3 Ambient Gamma Exposun 

Measu~cm~lts of the ambient gamma exposure rate provides a useful determination of 
residual volumenic radioactivity that may not be as easily daccted by surface measurements or 
sampling and analysis. For the purpose of demonseating suitability for release, this 
measurement provides an additional test. 

The DOE established a limit of 20 p R h  above natural background for sc- radium- 
conmmhated property. The NRC has imposed a 10- limit on the decommissioning of 
radioactive materials licensees, and a 5- limit on the decommissioning of research reactors. 
The 5 - limit above nannal bacltgmd is proposed for use at Rocketdyne. Because of the 
variability and differcllces in nannal backgrouud, the limit of 5 p R h  is about as low as can be 
reasonably implemented 

Quantitative measurrments of the ambient gamma exposure rate will be made over a 
hction of the stsufhlral swfkes, as dcrcrmieed by the designation of the area as affected or 
unaffected. Mccted areas wil l  be surveyed at a nominal hction'of 1 1%. Unaffected areas will 
be surveyed at lessa fractions. Locations for the quantitative survey measurements will be based 
on a 3x5-meta master grid One measuremem, covering one 1-mz grid location, will be made at 
each grid location choscn for the sllrface contamination mcasurrments. Results k m  individual 
locations will be compared with the applicable 

At Rocketdyne, gamma gammasure rate is gemally measured by use of a 1x1 inch KaI(Tl) 
daector/photomultiplia probe, connected to a scaler to provide objective numerical values. The 
detector is placed 1 meter above the local (ground or floor) surface. This instrument is calibrated 
by reference to a High Pressure Ion Chamber (HPIC) in a backg~~und area. 
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6.4 Statistid Validation of Survey Data 

The statistical approach employed at RocketdynuETEC for establishing that sunrey data 
meets guideline values is a merhod r e f d  to as Sampling Inspection by Variables (Ref. 14). 
This method has been widely applied in indumy and the military and is essential where the lot 
size is impractically large. Application of this method to the remediation of contaminated sites 
has been discussed in detail elsewhere (see for example, Ref. 15). 

In sampling inspection by variables, the number of data points on which measurements are 
obfained is fim chosen to be large so that the parameters of the distribution are likely to have a 
normal distribution (i.e., Gaussian). The mean of the distribution, x , and its standard deviation, 
s, are then related to a "test satistic", IS, as follows: 

- 
where x = average (arithmetic mean of m e a d  values) 

s = observed sample standarddeviation 
k = tolwance fa*ar calculated from the number of samples to achieve 

the desired sensitivity for the test 
TS and x a~ then compared with an authorized acceptance limit, U, to determine 

acceptance or other plans of action, including rejection of the area as conraminated and requiring 
fintha mediation. 

The sample mean and nandard deviation a~ easily calculable quantities; the value of k the 
tolerance factor, bears bears discussion. Of the various crircria for selecting plans for 
acceptance sampling by variables, the most appropriate is the method of Lot ~olerance Percent 
Defedve (LTPD), also r e f d  to as the Rejectable Quality Level (RQL). The LTPD is defined 
as the poorest quality that should be accepted in an individual lot. Associated with the LTPD is a 
paramem refemd to as consumer's risk (P), the risk of accepting a lot of quality equal to or 
poem than the LTPD (or 10%). NRC Regulatory Guide 6.6 (Ref. 16) states that the value for 
the consumer's risk should be 0.10. Conventionally, the value assigned to the LTPD has been 
lo??. 

The State of California, Dqmmcnt of Radiological Health Branch, has stated that the 
consumer's risk of acceptance (j3) at loOh defective (LTPD) must be 0.1 (Ref. 17). For those 
choices of j3 and LTPD, Kp = K2 = 1.282. The number of samples is n. Values of k for each 
sample size are calculated in accordance with the following equations: 

where k = tolaance factor, 
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K, = the normal deviate exceeded with probability of B, 0.10 ( h m  tables, 
K2 = 1.282, see Ref. 18), 

K, = the normal deviate exceeded with probability equal to the LTPD, 
lo?? (from tables, Kg = 1.282, see Ref. 1812, and 

n = n u m k o f  samples. 

The staristical criteria for acceptance of a remediated area are presented below. 

a) Acceptance: If the test statistic (x - ks) is less than or equal to the guideline 0, accept the 
area as clean. If any single measured value exceeds 80% of the limit, decontaminate that 
location to as near background as is possible, but do not change the value in the analysis. 

b) Collect additional meammuem: If the tea statistic (x  .- ks) is greater that the limit (UJ, but - 
x itself is less than U, independently resample and combine all m d  values to determine 
if x + ks -< = U for the combined set; if so, accept the area as clean. If not, the area is 
contaminated and must be remediated. 

C) Rejection: If the test statistic (x  + ks) is greater than the limit (U) and x > = U, the region 
is comaminafed and must be mediated. 

Thus, bad on sampling inspCCtion, we are willing to accept the hypothesis that the proba- 
b i l i t y o f a c c e p s i n g a n a r e a a s n o t k i n g ~ ~ & i s , i n f a c S  100/oormore 
co maminated is 0.10. Or in other words, the finai survey acceptance criteria comsponds to 
asslaing with 90?? confidence that of an area has residual contamination below 1000? (a 
90/90/100 test) of the authorized limit 
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Appendix A 

Input Parameters for R E S W  Calculations (Sheet 1 of 3) 

Area of contaminated zone (m2) 
Thickness of contaminated zone (m) 
Length parallel to aquifer flow (m) 
Basic radiation dose h i t  (mrem/~)  
T i e  since placement of material Cw) 
Ties for calculations Cw) 
Ties for calculations Cw) 
T i  for calculaxions Cw) 
T i e s  for calculaxions Cw) 
T i c s  for calculations (yr) 
Ties for calculations Cvr) 
T i e s  for calculations Cw) 
T i e s  for calculations &r) 
T i e s  for calculations Q 
Cova dcpth (m) 
Density of cover mataid (g/cm3) 
Cover depth erosion rate ( d y )  
Density of contaminated zone ( g / c ~ 3  
Contsminated zone crosion rate ( d y r )  
Contaminated zone total porosity 
Contaminated zone effective porosity 
Contaminated zone hydraulic conductivity (miy) 
Contaminated zone b parameter 
Humidity in air (gicm3 
Evapotranspiration coefficient 
Precipitation (d)~) 
Irrigation (dy) 
Irri@ion mode 
Runoff coefficient 
Watershed area for nearby stream or pond (m2) 
Accuracy for waterlrnil computations 
Density of safilraced zont (picm3) 
Saturated zone total porosity 
Sawatcd zone effective porosity 
sawatcd zone hydraulic conductivity (dy) 
SaaYafcd zone hydraulic @ent 
Saturated zone b parameter 
Water table drop rate (m@) 
Well pump intake depth (m below water table) 

1 .OOOE+O4 
1.000E+Oo 
1.000E42 
1.5OOE+Ol 
0.000E-00 
1 .oOOE+Oo 
3.000E+Oo 
1 .000E+01 
3.000E+01 
1 .000E+02 
3 .000E+02 
1. WOEi03 
3.000EM3 
l.oOOE'04 
0 . 0 0 0 E ~  
not used 
not used 

1.500E+Oo 
1 .000E-03 
4.3 WE41 
2.000E-01 
3.000E+03 
5.300E+OO 
8.000E+00 
5.000E-01 
4.700E-01 
2.000E-01 
ovcrhcad 

2.000E-01 
1 .000E+06 
1.000E-03 
1.500E+OO 
4.300E-01 
2.000E-0 1 
3.000E+03 
2.000E-02 
5300E+00 
1 .000E-03 
1.00OE+01 

1 .OOOE+04 
2.000E+Oo 
1 .OOOEi02 
1.5OOEi01 
O.OOOEi00 
1 .00OEioO 
3.000E+Oo 
1 .000E+01 
3.000E+01 
1 .OOOE+02 
3.000E+02 
1 .000E+03 
0.000E+00 
O.O00E+Oo 
O.oOOE+Oo 
not wd 
not used 

1.50OE+Oo 
1 .000E-03 
4.300E-01 
2.000E-01 
3.00OEM3 
5300E+Oo 
8.000E+Oo 
5.000E-01 
4.700E-01 
2.000E-01 
overhead 

2.000E-01 
1 .000E* 
1.000E-03 
1.500E+Oo 
4300E-01 
2.000E-01 
3.000E+03 
2.000E-02 
5300Ei00 
1 .000E-03 
1 .000E+01 

1 .000E* 
1 .OOOEr00 
1 .000E+02 
1.500E+01 
0.000E;oO 
1 .000EioO 
3.000E+00 
1.000E+01 
3.000E+01 
1 .OOOE+02 
3.000E+02 
1 .000E+03 
3.0OOEM3 
1 .000E+04 
0.000E+00 

not used 
not used 

1.500E+Oo 
1.000E-03 
4.300E-01 
2.000501 
3.000E+03 
5~.300E+00 
8.000E+Oo 
5.000E-01 
4.700E-01 
2.000E-01 
overhead 

2.000E-01 
1.000E+06 
1 .000E-03 
1.500E+Oo 
4.300E-01 
2.000E-01 
3.000E+03 
2.00OE-02 
5300E+00 
1.000E03 
1 .000E+o1 

RESRAD 
Default 

1.0005-04 
2.000E;OO 
1.000E42 
3.000E101 
0.000E-00 
1.000E-00 
3.000E;OO 
1.00OE~1 
3.000E'ol 
1 .OOOE-02 
3.000E42 
1 .OOOEM3 
0.000E~0 
0.000E+oO 
0.000E+Oo 
1.500E'00 
1 .WOE-03 
1.500E-00 
1 .WOE-03 
4.000E-01 
2.OOOE-01 
1 .OOOE4 1 
5.300E+00 
8.000E+Oo 
5.000E-01 
1.00OE40 
2.000E-01 
overhead 

2.000E-01 
1 .00OE+O6 
1.000E-03 
1 .5OOE+OO 
4.000E-01 
2.000E-01 
1 .000E+02 
2.OOOE-02 
5300E+OO 
1 .OOOE-03 
1.00OEM1 

Panmeter 

- 1 

Value 
1ndwtri.l 

Cad for 
Widernas 

Scenario 
Residential 
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Input Parameten for  RESRAD Calculations (Sheet 2 of 3) 

Parameter 
Model: Nondispersion (ND) or Mass-Balance (MB) 
Well pumping rate (m5!yr) 
rlumber of d a d  zone strata 
Jnsar. wne 1, thickness (m) 
Unsat zone 1, soil density (g/cm3) 
Unsat zone 1, total porosity 
Ensat. zone 1, effective porosity 
Ensat zone 1, soil-specific b parameter 
Unwa wne 1, hydraulic conductiviry (mlyr) 
[nhalation rate (m3lY) 
 ass loading for inhalation wm3) 
Dilution length for airborne dust, inhalation (m) 
Exposure duration 
Shieldina factor, inhalation 
Shieldii factor; extemal gamma 
Fraction of time spent indoors 
Fraction of time spent outdoors (on site) 
Shapefactortlag,extemalgamma 
~mits, vegetables and grain collsumptioi &g/yr) 
Leafy vegetable consumption (kglyr) 
Milk consumption (Uy) 
Meat and poultry consumption (kg&) 
Fish consumption m) 
Other seafood consumption (kg&) 
Soil ingestion rate (glyr) 
Drinking water intalre (Uy) 
Contamination fraction of drinking water 

Contamination fraction of household water 
Contamination fraction of livestock water 
Contamination fraction of irrigation water 

. 

Contamination fraction of aquatic food 
Contamination fraction of plant food 
Contamination fraction of meat 
Contamination fraction of milk 
Livestock fodder intake for meat (kg/day) 
Livestock fodder intake for milk (kg/day) 
Liestock watcr intake for meat (Uday) 
Livestock water intake for milk (yday) 
Livmock soil intake (kg/day) 
Mess loading for foliar deposition wm3) 
Depth of soil mixing layer (m) 
Depth of roots (m) 

ND 
not used 

1 
4.000E+00 
1.500E+00 
4.300E-01 
2.000E-01 
5.300E+00 
3.000EM3 
8.400EM3 
2.000E-04 
3.000E+OO 
3.000EM1 
4.000E-01 
2.500E01 
2.000E-o 1 
4.000E-02 
1.000E+00 
1.600E+00 
0.00OE+00 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used 

3.650EM1 
not used 
not used 

l.OooE+Oo 
not used 

l.oOOE+Oo 
not used 

-1 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used 
notused 
not used 
not used 

1.000E-04 
1.500E-01 
9.000E-01 

ND 
not used 

1 
4.000EMO 
1.500E+00 
4.300E-01 
2.000E-01 
5.300E40 
3 .000E+03 
8.400EM3 
2.000E-04 
3.000E+Oo 
3.000Ei01 
4.000E-01 
7.000E-01 
0.000E+00 
1 .000E-0 1 
1 . o o o E ~  
1.600E+00 
O.OooE+OO 
mused 
not used 
not used 
not used 

3.650E+01 
not wd 
not used 

O.oOOE+00 
0.000E+00 
1 .000E+00 
mused 

-1 
not used 
not used 
not used 
mused 
mused 
not wd 
mwd 

1 .OOOE-04 
1.500E-01 
9.000E-01 

prio 
Raidentinl 

m 
7.000E-01 

1 
4.000E-00 
1.500E+OO 
4.300E-01 
2.000E-01 
5300E-00 
3.000E43 
8.400EM3 
2.000E-04 
3.000E+00 
5.000E+01 
4.000E-01 
5.10OE-01 
5.000E-01 
2.500E-01 
1 .000EMO 
1.600E+01 
1.400E+OO 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used 

3.650EM1 
S.lOOE+02 
1.000E+OO 
1.000E+00 
not used 

1.000E+00 
not used 

-1 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not wd 
not used 

1 .oooE-04 
1.500E-01 
9.00OE-01 

RESRAD 
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Input Parameters for RESRAD Calculations (Sheet 3 of 3) 

Panuneter 
Drinking water -on from ground water 
Household wam Man from ground water 
Livestofk w a r  fraction from ground water 
Irrigation fraction from ground water 
C-12 wncenuation in water (g/cm? 
C-12 concentration in contaminated soil (gig) 
Fraction of vegetation carbon from soil 
Fraction of vegetation carbon from air 
C-14 evasion layer thickness in soil (m) 
C-14 evasion flux rate from soil ( 1 1 ~ ~ )  
G I 2  evasion flux ratc from soil (I/%) 
Fraction of grain in beef cattle feed 
Fraction of grain in milk cow feed 
Sf,omgc times of contamiaated foodsn& (days): 
Fruits, non-leafy vegetables, and grain 
Leafy vegetables 
.Milk 
Meat and poultry 
Fi 
Cnrstac+a and mollusks 
Well water 
Surface water 
Liestock fodder 

Thickness of buiMmg foundation (m) 
Bulk density of building foundation (g/cm) 
Total porosity of the cover material 
Totd porosity of the building foundation 
Volumetric wata content of the cover mcuerial 
Volumetric water content of dte foundation 
Diffusion codficient for radon gas (mkec): 
in wver material 
in foundation material 
in contaminated zone soil 

Radon v d c a l  dimension of mixing (m) 
Average annual wind speed (mlsec) 
A v e q e  building air exchange rate ( I h )  
Height of the building (room) (m) 
Buildiig interior area factor 
Buildiig depth below ground surface (m) 
Emanariag power of Rn-222 gas 
Emanariag power of Rn-220 gas 

Val1 
IndnstTid 
1.ooOE+00 
not used 

1.000E+00 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used 

1.400E+01 
1.000E+00 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used 

1.000E+00 
1.000E+Oo 
not used 

1.000E-01 
2.400E+00 
not used 

1.000E-01 
not used 

3.000E-02 

notused 
3.000E-07 
2.000E-06 
2.000E+00 
2.000E+W 
5.000M1 
2.500E+00 
0.000E+00 
1.000E-01 
2.500E-01 
not used 

me Used for Sc 
Wilderneu 
l.oOoE* 
not used 

1.000E+00 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not i d  

not used 
not used 

1.400E-01 
l.OOoE+Oo 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used- 

1 . o o O E ~  
1.ooOE+00 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used 

mused  
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not wd 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used 

ruio 
Residential 
1.000E+Oo 
l.OooE+oo 
1 .OOOET00 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used 

1.400E+01 
1.000E+Oo 
not used 
not used 
not used 
not used 

1.000E+Oo 
1.ooOE+00 
not used 

1.ooOE-01 
2.400E+00 

not used 
1 .OWE-01 
not used 

3.000E-02 

mused  
3.000E-07 
2.000E-06 
2.000Ei00 
2.000E'Oo 
5.ooOE-01 
2.500E+00 
O.ooOE+Oo 
1.000E-01 
2.500E-01 
not used 

RESRAD 
Default 

l.OOoE+Oo 
1 .OOOE+00 
1.000E+00 
1 .OOOE-00 
2.000E-05 
3.OOOE-02 
2.OOOE-02 
9.8OOE-01 
3.000E-01 
7.OOOE-07 
1 .OOOE- 10 
8.000E-01 
2.000E-01 

1.400E'-0 1 
1 .OOOEi00 
1.000E+OO 
2.000E+01 
7.000E-00 
7.000E-00 
1.000E+00 
1.000E+00 
4.500E+01 
1 SOOE-0 1 
2.100E-00 
4.000E-01 
1 .OOOE-0 1 
5.000E-02 
3.OOOE-02 

2.000E-06 
3.000E-07 
2.OOOE-06 
2.000E+oo 
2.000Et00 
5.OOOE-01 
2.500E'Oo 
0.000Em 
- 1.000E+Oo 
2.500E-01 
1.5OOE-01 
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OF TIFE 

l3'TElU.M STORAGE FACILITY; BbXLDINGS T030, T641, AND T013; 
AN .AREA NORTHW'EST OF BLrILDISGS T019, T013, T012, Ah-?) T059; AND A 

STORAGE YiWD WEST OF BUILDIKGS T626 AND TO38 
- SANTA SLEMVA FIELD LABORATORY 

ROCKWELL BTERiYATIONAL 
\7EhTLaA COLXIY, CALrnRNIA 

IXTRODUCTION A?ii SLTE HISTORY 

Rockwell International's Rocketdyne Division operates the Santa Susana Field Laboratory (SSFL). 

The Energy Technology -ineering Center (ETEC) is that portion of the SSFL, operated for the 

Department of Energy (DOE). which performs testing of equipment, materials, and components 

for nuclear and energy related programs. Contract work for the Atomic Enera  Commission 

(AEC) and the E n e r ~  Research and Development Administration (ERDA), predecessor agencies 

to the DOE, began in the early 1950's. Specific programs conducted for AECIERDAIDOE 

involved the engineering, development. testing, and manufacnuing operations of nuclear reacior 

systems and components. Other SSFL activities have also been conducted for the National 

Aeronautics a d  Space Administration, the Department of Defense, and other government related 

or affiliated organizations and agencies. Some activities have been licensed by the Xuclear 

Regulatoq Commission and by the State of Caliiomia Radiological Health Branch of the 

Department of Health Services. 

Kumerous buildings and land areas became radiologically contaminated as a result of the various 

operations which included ten reactors, seven criticaliIy test facilities, fuel fabrication, reactor and 

fuel disassembly, laboratoq work, and on-site storage of nuclear material. Potential radioactive 

contamiEants identified at the site are uranium (in natural and enriched isotopic abundances), 

plutonium, .b-241, fission products (primarily Cs-137 and Sr-go), activation products (tritium 

[H-31, Co-60, Eu-152, Eu-154, Si-63, Pm-147, Ta-182). Chemical contaminants, mainly 

chlorinated organic solvents, have also been identified in groundwater, primarily as a result of 

rocket engine testing. 



Decontamination and decornmissio~ng of contaminated facilities began in the late 1960's and 

continues as other DOE-sponsored projects are phased out and transiuoned to DOE EM-40. As 

part of rhis program, Rockwell,%cketdyne performed decommissioning and final status surveys 

of a number of facilities that supported the various nuclear related ETEC operations during the 

latter part of the 1950's and continuing through the 1980's. 

The Interim Storage Facility (ISF), also referred to as DOE Facility 654, was constructed in 1958 

to support thc Sodium Reactor Experiment (SRE). Thc ISF was used to store dummy and spent 

fuel elements. shipping and storage casks, hot waste generated at the SRE, and items from the 

Organic Moderated Reactor Experiment and Systems for Xuclear and Auxiliary Power (SNAP). 

The ISF corisisted of a concrete pad with a trench containing eight 51-centimeter diameter 

galvanized steel cells extending 7.6 meters into the rock strata. While the ISF was in use. a - 
number of the items stored there dereriorated and released low-level contamination to adjacent 

asphalt surfaces and soil areas. Decommissioning of the ISF began in 1984 and involved removal 

of contaminated surfaces, soil, and the storage cells. The area was then backfiiled and returned 

to a namra! state (Rockwe!l 1985;). 

Building TO30 was used from 1960 through 1964 to house a Van deGraaf accelerator faciliv for 

the performance of activation experiments. In 1965, the facility was converted for use as an office 

building a!though the acce!eiatx remained on-site in an unused condition until at least 1966. 

Sometime after 1966 th? facility was surveyed, and tritium contamination was identified on the 

accelerator. The accelerator :vas removed and the facility released for other uses. An asphalt area 

south of Building TO30 was fenced and used for the storage of palletized items. It has not bem 

verified, but items stored there may have included drums ccntaining mixed fission producrs 

(Rockwell 1988a). 

- 
Building T641 was constructed in 1964 to serve as a shipping and receiving facility for SSFL. 

- All radioaaive and nuclear material shipments were only handled on the outdoor dock of the 

buildiig. Documentation indicates that all shipments were fully packaged and never opened while 

- on rhe dock. There have been no documented leaks at this facilit); (Rockwell 1988a). 



Building TO13 was constructed in 1961 for the assembly and checkout of non-nuclear SNAP 

reactor compcnents. In 1970. the facility was redesignated as the ETEC Thermal Transient 

Facility and usec! for thermal testing and seismic test equipment. RockwellIRocketdyne classified 

this building as non-nuclear related. 

The storage area northwest of TOj9, T019, T013, and TO12 consists of a paved area between the 

buildings and the SNAP faciliv fence line. The property then drops sharply off to the SSFL 

property line. The paved portion of this Northwest Area (NW Area) was used for equipment 

staging and gas tanks. Sitc documentation identified this area as non-nuclear. 

The final area was a storze yard wesr of Building T626 and TO38 that was used for storing 

equipment and salvageable components. In 1978, dnuns containing sand contaminated with Cod0 

were stored therc. Rockwell Rocketd~ne performed final status surveys of each of these areas in 

the latter part of the 1980's and did not identify residual contamination (Rockwell 1988b). 

DOE'S Office of Environmental Restoration, Northwestern Area Programs is responsible for 

oversight of a number of remediai actions that have been or will be conducted at the SSFL. It is 

the policy of DOE to perfcrm independent (third party) verification of remedial action activities 

conducted within Office of Environmental Restoration programs. The purpose of rhese 

independent verifications is ta confum that remedial actions have been effective in meeting 

established and supplemental guidelines and that the documentation accurately and adequately 

describes the radiological conditions at the site. The Environmental Survey and Site Assessment 

Program (ESSAP) of the Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education (ORISE) was designated 

as the organization responsible for this rask at SSFL and was requested by the DOE to perform 

verification surveys of these buildings and areas. This report describes the results of the 

verification survey. 



SITE DESCRIPTION 

The SSFL is located in the Simi Hills of southeastern Ventura County, California, approximately 

47 kilometers (29 miles) northwest of downtown Los Angeles (Figure 1). The site is comprised 

of approximately 1,090 hectares (ha 12.700 acres]) and is divided into four administrative areas 

(Areas I through IV) and a Buffer Zone. DOE operations are conducted in Rockwell 

International-owned and DOE-owned facilities located within the 117 ha Area IV (Figure 2). The 

ETEC portior. of Area I\' consists of government-owned b u i l d i s  that occupy 36 ha. 

The ISF was located in the nonh-cenrral portion of Area IV. The ISF was paved with a concrete 

berm containing the eight storage cells. The pavement, berms, and storage cells were removed 

during the decommissioning and the area was backfied and graded. Total area of the ISF is not 

provided in the project documenrztion. but is estimated to be approximately 150 m: based on 

survey maps. Figures 2 and 3 show the location and plot plan of the ISF. 

Building TO30 is located north of G Stmt on 10th Street which is north of G Street in the eastern 

portion of Area IV @pre  2). The building is constructed with steel framing, siding, and roofs 

and consists of an east office section and a west section where the particle accelerator was located. 

Total floor area of the b u i l d i  is 215 m'; the west section occupies 125 m2 of the total. There 

is an exrerior concrere wall rr h e  northern end of the wes seaion that provided shielding for the 

accelerator beam. Building T641 is located immediately to the south of T030. Total building area 

is 1 m .  The loading dock area where radioactive materials were received is located on the east 

end of the buildiig and occupies approximately 200 m2. The floor plans of Buildings TO30 and 

T641 are shown on Figures 4 and 5. 

Building TO13 is located on B Street and is constructed of steel framing and siding (Figure 2). 

The north half of the building contains office and storage areas while the south half contains the 

seismic test equipment. Total floor area is approximately 780 m2. Figure 6 shows the floor plan. 



Buildings T626 and TO38 are located west of 20th Street in Area (Figure 2). The storage area 

where the contaminated sands were stored is located to the western side of these buildiis 

(Figure 7). The entire area is paved with asphalt. The area northwest of Buildings TO59, T019, 

T013, and TO12 (the ?rW Area) is paved with asphalt for approximately 30 meters north of the 

buildings, where the asphalt ends and the area drops-off to the property line (Figures 2, 8, and 9). 

This portion of the N\-V Area is covered with brush wirh interspersed boulders and sandstone 

outcroppings. 

OBJECTIVE 

The objective of the verification surveys was to validate that cleanup procedures and survey 

methods utilized by RcckweIl/Rocketdyne were adequate. Perfomance of independent document 

reviews and evaluation of measurement and samplii data provides assurance that the post- 

remediation data is sufficient, accurate, and demonstrates that remdial actions were accomplished 

in accordance with appropriate standards and guidelines, and that authorized l i i t s  were met. 

ESSAP has reviewed Rockwell~Rocketd~mpes supporting documentauon concerning each building 

or outdoor areas final status survey procedures and results (Rockwell 1985, 1988a. and1988b). 

ESSAP personnel conducted independent measurement and sampling activities at the SSFL facility 

d~ring rhe period September 11 through 14, 1995. Survey activities were performed in 

accordance wirh a site-specific mrvey plan (Vitkus 1995). using procedures and instruments 

described in the E S S M  Survey Procedures and Quality Assurance Manuals and summarized in 

Appendices A and B. 



For this survey, ESSXP classified buildings or outdoor areas that did not have a history of 

radiological use or storage as unaffected (referred to as 'non-nuclear use' in 

Rockwell!Rocketdyne documentation). Buildings and outdoor areas with a history of radiological 

use, or where radioactive materials were known to or suspected of having been stored, were 

classified as affected areas. Survey coverage was derermined based on whether an area was 

designated as unaffected or affected in accordance with the following procedures. 

SZXVEY PROCEDLXES: LXAFFECTED AREAS 

The following survey procedures applied to Building TO13 and the NW Area. 

Measurement and sampling locations were referenced to prominent building or site features, and 

recorded on representative area drawings. 

Surface scans for alpha, beta, and gamma activity were performed in Building TO13 and the paved 

portions of the NW Area. Only gamma scans were performed in the soil portions of the hW 

Area. Scan area coverage was approximately 10 to 50 percent of the floors and lower walls (up 

to 2 meters) of Building TO13 and the paved and soil areas of the NW Area. Scans were 

performed using gas proportional, ZnS, GM, and/or NaI scintillation detectors coupled to 

ratemeters or ratemeter-scalers with audible indicators. 

Direct measurements for total alpha and total beta activity were performed at 31 randomly selected 

locations within Building TO13 and at 25 locations on the paved portion of the NW Area. Direct 

measurements were made using gas propomonal, ZnS, and/or GM detectors coupled to memeter- 



scalers. A smear sample for the determination of removable floss alpha and gross beta activity 

was collected from each of the Buildkg TO13 direct measurement locations. Figures 6 and 8 

show mezsurement and sampling locations in unaffecred areas. 

ESSAP performed exterior background exposure rate measurements at six locations within 0.5 

to 10 km of the site (Figure 10) and used Rockwell's previously determined building interior 

background exposure rare measurements for data comparisons. J%posue rate measurements were 

performed at four locations in Build@ TO13 and a total of seven locations within the NW Area. 

Exposure rate measurements were performed at 1 meter above the surface using a pressurized 

ionization chamber (PIC). Fi-mues 6, 7, and 8 show meanwment locations. 

Background soil samples were collected from the six background exposure measurement locations 

(Figure 10). Surface (0 to 15 cm) soil samples were collected from five locations in the NW area 

(Figure 9). 

SURVEY PROCEDURES: AFFECTED AREAS 

The following survey procedures were applicable to Building T030, the Building T641 loading 

dock, the ISF, and the storage yard west of Buildings T626 and T038. 

Measurement and sampling locations were referenced to prominent building or site feanuzs, and 

recorded on representative area drawings. 



Surface scans for alpha, beta, and gamma activiq were performed over 50 to 100 percent of the 

accessible floors and lower walls (up to 2 m) within Building T030, the Building T641 loadi i  

dock, and the paved portions of the storage yard. Accessible overhead surfaces where material 

may have settled or accumulated were also scanned. Gamma scans only were performed in the 

ISF and rhe soil area that is located west of rhe storage yard. The ISF was excavated to a depth 

of 7.5 to 9 meters when rhe storage cells were removed and then backfilled to grade. As a result 

of back-filling, the original soil was inaccessible; therefore, scans of the ISF were concentrated 

in the peripheral areas where contamination may have migrated. Scam were performed using gas 

proportional, ZnS, GM, andior XaI scintillation detectors coupled to ratemeters or ratemeter- 

scalers with audible indicators. 

Single-poim direct measurements for total alpha and total beta activiv were performed on floors, 

walls, equipment, and on pavement in the designated areas. A total of 19, 50, and 25 

measurements were performed in Building T030, the Storage Yard west of Buildings T626 and 

T038, and the Building T641 loading dock, respectively. Direct measurements were performed 

using gas proportional, ZnS, andlor GM detectors coupled to ratemeter-scalers. A smear sample 

for the determination of removable gross alpha and gross beta activity was collected from each 

direct measurement location. In the western portion of Building T030, a second smear was 

collected from each d i t  measurement location for determination of removable tritium activity 

levels. Measurement and sampling locations for total and removable activity are shown in 

Figures 4, 5, and 5. 

re Rate Measuremen& 

Exterior background exposure rate measurements were made at six locations within 0.5 to 10 km 

of the site (Figure 10). Exposure rate measurements were performed at 17 locations in the 

affected areas. Figures 3, 4, 5 ,  and 7 indicate measurement locations. Exposure rate 

measurements were performed at 1 meter above the surface using a PIC. 
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Individual soil samples were collected from four locatiom in the ISF area. One composite surface 

(0-15 cm) soil sample was collected from the T626 storage area over a 100 d area. Figures 3 

and 7 indicate sampling locations. 

Because available field insnumentation cannot detect tritium surface activity at the guideline 

levels, a limited number of miscellaneous samples were collected in order to provide a quantitative 

indication of total mtium surface activity. Paint samples were collected from five randomly 

selected 100 cmi area on the walls of the western pomon of Building T030, where the accelerator 

was formerly located. Sampling locations are shown in Figure 4. 

SAMPLE ANALYSIS AND DATA INTERPRETATION 

Samples and data were returned to ORISE's ESSAP laboratory in Oak Ridge, Tennessee for 

analysis and interpretation. Soil samples were analyzed by solid state gamma spectrometry. 

Spectra were reviewed for U-238, U-235, Th-232, Cs-137, C d  and any other identiflilble 

photopeaks, particularly additional activation and fission products. Gamma spectrometry data 

were reported in picocuries per gram @Ci/g). Smears were analyzed for gross alpha and gross 

beta activity using a low background proportional counter, and for tritium by liquid scintillation. 

Miscellaneous samples were analyzed for tritium by liquid scintillation counting. Smear results, 

miscellaneous sample resulrs, and direct measuremwt data were converted to units of 

disiigrations per minute per 100 square centimeters (dpm1100 ad). Exposure rates are reported 

in microroentgens per hour m). 



Based on the review of the project documents, it is ESSAP's opinion that the documentation was 

inadequate to satisfactorily demonstrate that each building or area meet the DOE guidelines for 

release to unresmcted use. Overall, the documentation for each building or area does nor provide 

a clear description of the ~uencc-of events necessary for demonstrating that the subjeci areas meet 

the requiremenrs for release to unrestricted use. That is, the specification of contaminants present, 

selection of the zppropriate guideline~development of a sampling and ariysis plan that provides 

adequate data for guidelie interpretion, and presentation of the data in a manner that can be 

directly c o n p a r  uith rhe guidelines. The types of deficiencies noted in the reports included the 

following: ail potential contaminants were not identified, final surveys were not designed to 

identify residuai contamination of ail suspected radionuclides, residual surface activity data was 

either absent or not reported in uniu of dpd100 cm', radionuclidespecific sample analyses were 

not performed (i.e., gross beta analysis of soil samples was performed and the data used for 

demonstrating compliance), and appropriate guidelines were not always cited or unapproved site- 

specific guidelines were used. 

The results of the verification surveys for unaffected buildings and areas are discussed below. 

Surface scans did not identify any areas of elevated alpha, beta, or gamma direct radiation. 

Surface activity levels are summarized in Table 1. Total surface activity levels in Buildkg TO13 

were less than 55 dpd100 c d  for alpha and less than 1,400 dpm1100 cm2 for beta. For the 



paved portion of the NU' Area, surface activity levels were less than 100 dpm1100 cmi and less 

than 1,400 dpd100 cm' for alpha and beta, respectively. Removable activip levels were less 

than 12 dpmilOO cm' for gross alpha and less than 16 dpmI100 cm2 for gross beta. 

Exposure rate measurement data is provided in Tables 2 and 3. Background exterior exposure 

rates ranged from I2 to 16 pRh and averaged 14 pRh. Exposure rates in the h T  Area ranged 

from 14 to 16 plUh. Exposure rates inside of Buildii TO13 ranged from 8 to 11 pR'h. 

Radionuclide concentrations in soil samples are SUmmariLed in Table 4. Background 

concentration ranges were as follows: Cs-137, less than 0.1 ro 0.2 pCi/g; Ra-226, less than 0.2 

to 1.2 pCi/g; Th-228, 0.6 to 1.4 pCiig; Th-232,0.6 to 1.7 pCig; U-235, less than 0.1 pCi/g; and 

U-238, less than 2.2 to 2.5 pCiig. Radionuclide concentrations in samples collected from the NW 

Area were: Cs-137, less than 0.1 to 0.5 pCi/g; Ra-226, 0.8 to 1.0 pCi1g; Th-228, 1.2 to 1.5 

pCi1g; Th-232, 1.5 to 1.7 pCi/g; U-235, less than 0.1 pCilg; and U-238, less than 1.5 to 

1.9 p C a .  

AFFECTED ARES 

The survey results for Buildings T030, T641 loading dock, the storage yard west of T626 and 

T038, and the ISF are discussed below. 

Surface scans for alpha, beta and gamma activity did not identify any locations of elevated direct 

radiion indicative of residual contamination. 
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Surface activiv levels are summarized in Table 1. Surface activity levels for Building TO30 were 

less than 55 dpm'l00 cm2 for total alpha and less than 1,400 dpmf100 cm2 for total beta. Of the 

five miscellaneous samples collected from Building T030, four were less than the minimum 

detectable activities of the tritium procedure which ranged from 132 to 209 dpm!100 cm2. One 

sample, location =2 on Figure 4, had a total mtium activity level of 6,600 dpm1100 a$. Activity 

levels for the Building T641 loadins dock were less than 100 dpd100 cm2 for alpha and less than 

1;400 dpm1100 cm2 for beta. Total surface activity for the storage yard west of Buildii T626 

and TO38 was less rhan 55 dpd100 cmi for alpha and ranged from less than 1.000 to 1.800 

dpmI100 d for beta. Removable activiq levels were less than 12 dpmI100 cd for gross alpha 

and less than 16 dpmllOO cm' for goss beta. Removable tritium activity in Building TO30 was 

less than 221 dp1IL'100 cm2. 

Exposure rates are nunmarized in Tables 2 and 3. Exposure rates ranged from 10 to 12 plUh for 

the inrenor of Building TO30 and the loading dock of Building T641. Rockwell determined that 

the average interior background exposure rate was approximately 8 @h. Exterior exposure rates 

for the ISF, ranged from 10 to 15 @%. Exterior background exposure rates ranged from 12 to 

16 pR/h, and averaged 14 plUh. 

Radionuclide concentrations in soil samples are ' 4 in Table 4. Background 

concentration ranges were as follows: 0-137, less than 0.1 to 0.2 pCi/g; Th-232, 0.6 to 1.7 

pCi'gr Th-228,0.6 to 1.4 pCiig; Ra-226, less than 0.2 to 1.2 pCi/g; U-235, less than 0.1 pCig; 

and U-238, less than 2.2 to 2.5 pCi/g. Radionuclide concentrations in samples collected from the 

ISF and the area adjacent to the storage yard west of Buildings T626 and TO38 were: Cs-137, less 

than 0.1 to 0.4 pcilg; Th-232, 1.5 to 1.7 pCi/g; Th-228, 1.2 to 1.6 pCiig; Ra-226, 0.7 to 1.2 

pCi/g; U-235, less than 0.1 pCi/g; and U-238, less than 2.0 pCi/g. 



COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH GLTDELINES 

Surface activity levels in each area were compared to the appropriate residual radioactive 

material guidelines specified in DOE Order 5400.5 for uranium and mixed fission and 

activation products. These guidelines are summarized in Appendix C. The applicable 

guidelines for uranium are as follows: 

5,000 a dpm!100 cm2, average in a 1 m2 area 

15,000 a dpm;l00 cm2, maximum in a 100 cm2 area 

and the guidelines for beta-gamma emitters are: 

5,000 P-y dpd100 cm2, average in a 1 m2 area 

15,000 0-y dpm1100 c d ,  maximum in a 100 cm' area 

In Building T030, the total tritium activity at sample location # 2 (Figure 4) on the north wall 

exceeded the average guideline for beta-gamma emitters. The activity (6,600 dpml100 cm2) in 

this sample was less than the maximum guideline. The sampling methodology (limited random 

sampling rather than systematic) was intended to provide a means of determining whether or not 

nitium contamination was present rather than characterizing the tritium activity levels in the area. 

Therefore, an overall conclusion of guideline compliance, relative to tritium activity, can not be 

made for this area. All other total and removable activity levels were found to be less than the 

guideline levels. 



The DOE's exposure rate guideline is 20 pRh above background, although Rockwell/Rocketdyne 

has elected to use a more resmctive guidehe of 5 FRB above background. Exposure rates at 1 

meter above the surface were within these guidelines. 

Other than the DOE's generic residual soil concentration guidelines for thorium and radium of 5 

pCiIg in the first 15 cm of soil and 15 pCig in 15 cm thick layers of subsurface soil, guidelines 

for other radionuclides are developed on a site-specific basis. Currently, there are no approved 

site-wide guidelines at SSFL for the radionuclides of concern. As a result, radionuclide 

concentrations in soils were compared to the background concentration levels. There were no 

radionuclides identified in excess of background levels. 

The Environmental Survey and Site Assessment Program (ESSAP) of the Oak Ridge Institute for 

Science and Education conducted vedication activities for Buildmgs T013, T030, the loading dock 

of Building T641, the hW Area the ISF, and the storage area west of Buildings T626 and TO38 at 

the S a m  Susana Field Laboratory in Ventura Counp, California Verification activities included 

document reviews and during the period September 9 through 12,1995 ESSAP personnel visited 

the site and performed independent surface scans, surface activity measurements, exposure rate 

measurements, miscellaneous material sampling, and soil sampl i .  

The results of the independent verification measurements and sampling identified residual mtium 

contamination, in the room of Building TO30 where an accelerator was formerly housed, that w-as 

in excess of the 1 m' average guideline for this radionuclide. There was no removable mtium 

activity identified in this area It is ESSAP's recommendation that additiod sampling be performed 

in this area to determine wherher or not significant tritium contamination is present. All remaining 

surface activity levels were less than the guidelines. Radionuclide concentrations in soils h r n  

sampled areas and exposure ram comparable to background levels. 
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s~nnmy OF SURFACE ACIIMTY LEVELS 
BUILDIXGS T013, T030, T641 LOADMG DOCK, N W  AREA, 

A\- STOR4GE YAFtD WEST OF T626 AND TO38 
SAiiTA SUSAVA FIELD LABORATORY 

ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL 
\TNTUR4 COIBTY. CALIFORMA 

Xumber of Total Activity Range Removable 
Measurement 

(dpm1100 cm2) Activity Range 
Locationa Locations (dpm1100 ern3 

Single-Pt. Alphab Betac Alphad Betae 

INTERIOR 

TO13 

Floor 6 <55 4,000 4 2  4 6  

Lower Wall 11 <55 <900 - 4,400 4 2  4 6  

Upper wall and 
Ceiling 

2 <55 <1,000 4 2  4 6  

11 EXTERIOR 

Storage Yard West of 
T626 and TO58 50 <55 <1,000 - 1,800 4 2  4 6  

T641 Dock 25 4 0 0  4,400 4 2  4 6  

WVArea 25 4 0 0  <1,400 4 2  4 6  

aRefer to Figures 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. 
b~uidel'mes = 5,000 a dpd100 cm' average in a 1 m' area and 15,000 a dpd100 cm' maximum 
cGuidelimes = 5,000 ~ - y d ~ x n / 1 0 0  cm' average in a 1 m2 area and 15,000 By dpd100 cm2 maximum 
d~uideline = 1,000 a dpd100 cm2 
'Guideline = 1,000 By dpmillOO cmi 



TABLE 2 

TRITK31 ACTIVITY IS MISCELLANEOUS SAMPLES 
FOR BUILDKG TO30 

SAWA SUSANA FIELD LABORATORY 
ROCKWELL I3TER.X'ATIONAL 

\iEIr,iXA COUNTY, C A L F O R U  

11 Room 101, East Wall I Paint I < 20Ob 11 
Paint 

11 Room 101. West Wall I Paint I < 200b 

Room 101B. East Wall 

Room 101, W Restroom W-all 

11 ~ocation c I Smear I < 36' 11 

Location A 

Location B 

Paint 

Paim 

11 ~ocation F I Smear I < 65' 11 

<200b 

< 160b 

Smear 

Smear 

Location D 

Location E 

Location G Smear 

< 3@ 

< 33' 

*Refer to Figure 4. 
'Total Activity 
'Removable Activity 

Smear 

Smear 

<57' 

< 4 4  



TABLE 3 

BACKGROUND EXPOSURE RATES 
FOR TEE 

SAIiTA SUSANA FIELD LABORATORY 
ROCKWELL IZITERNATIONAL 

WNTURA COUNTY, CALIFORW 

- 
Exposure Rate at Location' 

1 m above Surface (jtR/h) 

#1 Gmon Road 

- 1 #5 Woolsev Can~on Road I 12 1 

13 

- 

'Refer to Fie 10. 

#2 Black Canyon Road 

#3 Black Canyon Road 

#4 Valley Circle Road 

16 

14 

15 I 



TABLE 4 

SITE EXPO!WXE RATES FOR 
BLXDJXGS T013, T030, STORAGE YARD WEST OF T626, T641 DOCK, 

PAVED YARD OF NORTHWEST AREA, AND INTERIM STORAGE FACILITY 
SANTA SUSANA LABORATORY 
ROCKWELL NER.YATIOXAL. 

VEhTURA COUNTY, CALIFORm4 

Location' Exposure Rate Rang= 
at 1 m above Surface bR/h) 

Building TO13 8 t o l l  

1 Soil portion of the h W  h e a  

Building TO30 

Storage Yard West of T626 and TO38 

Building T641 Dock 

- 1 Paved Yard of NWr Area I 12 

1Oto 11 

10 to 13 

1Oto 12 

Interim Storage Facility 

'Refer to Figures 4 through 8. 



RADlONUCLlDR CONCENTRATIONS I N  SOIL 
SAN'I'A SIJSANA FIELD IAUOUATOHY 

ItOCKWRLL IN'I'ERNATIONAL 
VENTLIRA COUNTY, CAI,IFC)RNIA 

1)#4 Valley Circle H o d  I 0.2tO.I  

llft.5 Woolscy Canyon 386S017 I a . 1  

-- 

NW ArcalfI 0.5 .I: 0.1 1.0*0.2 1.5+0.1 1.6 & 0.3 4. I 0.8 * 1.3 

NW Arca #2 W. I 1.0 a 0.2 1.410.1 1.5 .L 0.4 4~. I 1.2 1 .  1.4 

NW Area lf3 ~10. 1 l .0 :h 0.2 1.310.1 1.7 10.4 a. 1 I.9A 1.3 

NW Area 114 4 . 1  0.8 10.2 1.2 L0.l  1.5 .I. 0.3 4 . 1  1.0 1 0.9 

NW Area lf5 0.2 4: 0. I l.Uk0.2 , 1 .2 t0 . l  1.6*0.3 .:o. 1 < I S  

Storage Yard lf6 0.1 +O.I  0.7 A 0.2 1.2kO.l 1.710.4 <:(I. I <:2.0 

ISI: n7 <o. I 1.2 .1: 0.2 I.(~*o.I 1.6*0.3 4.1 I.O+ 1.5 

ISP U8 0.4 + 0.1 0.8 :I: 0.2 1.4 A 0.2 1.7 * 0.4 <O. 1 1.2A 1.3 

ISP u9 0.1 :I:o.I 0.8 * 0.2 I .4 :I. 0. I 1.6 :I 0.4 a. I 1.7.1: 1.4 

ISP # l o  0.1 :I: 0. I 1.0+0.2 1.3 :I. 0.2 1.5 1 0.4 <0. 1 < I S  

'Refer to Fig~~rcs 3,7,9, and 10. 
buncertainties represent the 95% confidence level, based only on counting statistics. 
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APrnDJX A 

MAJOR INSTRUMENTATION 



MAJOR rnSTRZI3iEhTATION 

The display of a specific product is nor to be construed as an endorsement of the product or its 
manufacturer by the aurhors or their employers. 

DIRECT RADIATION MEASURJiXEST 

Eberlii  Pulse Ratemeter 
Model PR-34-6 
(Eberline, Santa Fe, NIM) 

Eberline "Rascal" Ratemeter-Scaler 
Model PRS-1 
(Eberline, S a m  Fe, NM) 

Ludlum Floor Monitor 
Model 239-1 
(Ludlum Measurements, Inc . , 
Sweetwater, TX) 

Ludlum Ratemeter-Scaler 
Model 2221 
(Ludlum Measurements, Inc., 
Sweetwater, TX) 

Detectors 

Eberline GM Detector 
Model HP-260 
Physical Area, 20 cm2 
(Eberline, Sanra Fe, hM) 

Eberline ZnS Scintillation Detector 
Model AC-3-7 
Physical Area, 74 cm2 
(Eberliie, S a m  Fe, h i  



Ludlum Gas Proportional Detector 
Model 43-37 
Physical Area, 550 cm2 
(Ludlum Measurements, Inc., 
Sweetwater, TX) 

Ludlum Gas Proportional Detector 
Model 43-68 
Physical Area, 126 cmi 
(Ludlum Measurements, Inc., 
Sweetwater, TX) 

Reuter-Stokes Pressurized Ion Chamber 
Model RSS-112 
(Rater-Stokes, Cleveland, OH) 

Victoreen NaI  Scintillation Detector 
Model 489-55 
3.2 cm x 3.8 cm Crystal 
(Victoreen, Cleveland, OH) 

LABORATORY AVALYTICAL ZNSTRb'MEhTATION 

High Puriy Extended Range Intrinsic Defectors 
Model No: ERVDS30-25195 
(Tennelec, Oak Ridge, TN) 
Used in conjunction with: 
Lead Shield Model G-1 1 
(Nuclear Lead, Oak Ridge, Th4 and 
Multichannel Analyzer 
3100 Vax Workstation 
(Canberra, Meriden, CT) 

High-Purity Germanium Detector 
Model GMX-23195-S, 23% Eff. 
(EG&G ORTEC, Oak Ridge, TN) 
Used in conjunction with: 
Lead Shield Model G-16 
(Gamma Products, Palos Hills, IL) and 
Multichannel Analyzer 
3100 Vax Workstation 
(Canberra, Meriden, CT) 



Low Background Gas Proportional Counter 
Model LB-5100-W - (Oxford, Oak Ridge, TN) 

- Tri-Carb Liquid Scintillation Analyzer 
Model 1900CA 
(Packard Instrument Co., Meriden, CT) 





APPENDIX B 

SURVEY Ah?) ANALYTICAL PROCEDbRES 

SURVEY PROCEDIXFS 

Surface scans were performed by passing the probes slowly over the surface; the distance between 

- the probe and the surface was maintained at a minimum - nominally about 1 cm. A large surface 

area, gas proportional floor monitor was used to scan the floors and paved portions of the surveyed 
- areas. Other surfaces were scanned using small area (20 cmi, 74 cm' or 126 cm3 hand-held . 

detectors. Identification of elevated levels was based on increases in the audible signal from the 
- 

recording andior indicating instrument. Combinations of detectors and instnunens used for the 

scans were: - 

Alpha - - gas proportional detector with ratemeter-scaler 

- ZnS scintillation detector with ratemeter-scaler 

Beta - gas proportional detector with ratemeter-scaler 

- GM detector with ratemeter-scaler 

- Surface Activitv Measurements 

- 
Measurements of total alpha and total beta activity levels w m  paformed wing ZnS scintillation and 

GM detectors with ratemeter-scalers. 
7 



Count rates (cprn), which were integrated over 1 minute in a static position, were converted to 

activity leve!s (dpm'100 cm2) by dividing the net rate by the 4 x efficiency.and correcting for the 

active area of the detector. Because different building materials (poured concrete, concrete block, 

steel, etc.) can have very different background levels, average background counts were determined 

for each material encountered in the surveyed area at a location of similar construction and having 

no known radiological history. The beta activiv background count rates for the GM detectors 

averaged 95 cprn for concrete, 36 cprn for sheet rock, 33 cprn for structural steel, 96 cprn for cinder 

block, and 92 cprn for asphalt. Alpha background count rates for the ZnS detectors averaged 7 cprn 

for concrete, 1 cprn for sheet rock, 2 cprn for stn~ctural steel, 3 cprn for cinder block, and 2 cprn for 

asphal~ Net count rates were determined by subtracting the appropriate material background h m  

the gross count rate for each measurement location. Beta efficiency facurs ranged h m  0.17 to 0.18 

for the GM detector calibrated to Tc-99. The beta minimum detectable activities o A )  for rhe GM 

detectors varied by material and ranged fiom 870 to 1,400 dpd100cm'. Alpha efficiency factors 

w e d  h m  0.18 to 0.19 for the ZnS detectors calibrated to Pu-239 and MDAs ranged h m  50 to 

100 dpmil OOcm2. The physical window area for the GM and ZnS detectors were 20 c d  and 74 cm', 

respectively. 

b v a b l e  Activitv Measurements 

Removable activity levels were determined using numbered filter paper disks, 47 mm in diameter. 

Moderate pressure was applied to the smear and approximately 100 cm' of the surface was wiped. 

Tritium smears were first moistened with deionized water before the surface was wiped. Smears 

were placed in labeled envelopes with the location and other pertinent information recorded. 

mosure  Rate Measurements 

Measurements of gamma exposure rates were performed using a pressurized ionization chamber 

(PIC). The instrument was adjusted to one meter above the surface and allowed to stabilize. The 

measurement was read directly in p k k  



Soil Samplin? 

Approximately 1 kg of soil was collecied at each sample location. Collected samples were placed 

in a plastic bag, sealed, and labeled in accordance with ESSAP survey procedures. 

Paint Sampling 

Paint samples were obtained by chipping the paint from 100 cm2 of surface area The sample was 

then placed in a plastic specimen cup sealed, and labeled in accordance with ESSPLP survey 

procedures. 

ANALYTICAL PROCEDITS 

&movable Activity 

Gross Alphameta 

Smears were counted on a low background gas proportional system for gross alpha and gross beta 

activity. 

Liquid Scintillation 

Smears were counted in a liquid scintillation counter for low-energy beta activiry to determine H-3 

activity. 

Soil samples were dried, mixed, crushed, andor homogenkd as necessary, and a portion sealed in 

0.5-liter Marinelli beaker or other appropriate container. The quantity placed in the beaker was 

chosen to reproduce the calibrated counting geometry. Net material weights were determined and 



the samples cowxed using intrinsic germanium detectors coupled to a pulse height aualyzer system. 

Background and Compton stripping, peak sear& peak identification, and concentration calculations 

were performed using the computer capabilities inherent in the analyzer system. All photopeaks 

associated with the radionuclides of concern were reviewed for consistency of activity. Energy 

peaks used for determining the acti~ities of radionuclides of concerns were: 

1.173 MeV 

0.662 MeV 

0.344 MeV 

0.723 MeV 

0.351 MeV from Pb-214* 

0.239 MeV from Pb-212* 

0.91 1 MeV from Ac-228* 

0.143 MeV (or 0.186 MeV) 

0.063 MeV from Th-234* (or 1.001 MeV h m  Pa-234 m)* 

'Secular equilibrium assumed. 

Spectra were also reviewed for other identifiable photopeaks. 

Tritium 

Tritium in solid samples was exchanged with water by duxing  and the resulting liquid was distilled 

to remove other radionuclides and organic materials. The samples were spiked ~ i t h  a standard 

tritium solution to evaluate quenching and counted in a liquid scintillation counter. 

U?JCERT-4IXTIES AND DETECTION L m S  

The uncertainties associated with the analytical data presented in the tables of this report represent 

the 95% confidence level for that data These uncertainties were calculated based on both the gross 



sample count levels and the associated back-mund count levels. Additional uncertainties, associated 

with sarnp!iig and mevurement procedures, have not been propagated into the data presented in this 

report. 

Detection limits, referred to as minimum detectable activity (MDA), were based on 2.71 plus 4.65 

times the standard deviation of the background count [2.71 - 4.65aKGI. Nlen the activity was 

determined to be less than the MDA of the measurement procedure, the result u9s reported as less 

than MDA Because of variations in background levels, measurement efficiencies: and contributions 

fiom othe: radionuclides in samples, the detection h i t s  differ from sample to sample and 

instrument to instrument. 

CALIBRATION AND QUALITY ASSURAKCE 

Calibration of all field and laboratory inmumentation was based on standards/sources, traceable to 

h?ST, when such srandard.kources were available. In cases where they were not available, standards 

of an industry recognized organization were used. Calibration of pressurized ionization chambers 

was performed by the manufacturer. 

Anal)tical and field sun-ey activities were conducted in accordance with procedures from the 

follouing documents of the Environmental S w e y  and Site Assessment Program: 

Survey Procedures Manual, Revision 9 (April 1995) 

Laboratory Procedures Manual, Revision 9 (January 1995) 

Quality Assurance Manful, Revision 7 (January 1995) 

The procedures contained in these manuals were developed to meet the requirements of DOE Order 

5700.6C and ASME NQA-1 for Quality Assurance and contain measures to assess processes during 

their performance. 



- 
Qualiw control procedures include: 

-. 

Daily instrument background and check-source measurements to confirm that equipment 

- operation is uithin acceptable statistical fluctuations. 

Participation in EPA and EML laborator). Quality Assurance P r o m .  

Training and certification of all individuals performing procedures. 

Periodic internal and exremal audits. 



APPENDIX C 

R E S I D W  RADIOAcTn7E MATERIAL GUIDELNES 
SLrMMARIZED FROM DOE ORDER 5400.5 



RESIDCAL RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL GL!ELJXiS SUMMARIZED 
FROM DOE ORDER 54005 

BASIC DOSE LLMITS 

The basic limit for the annual radiation dose (excluding radon) received by an individual member 

of the general public is 100 rnrem'y~. In implementing this limit DOE applies as low as reasonable 

achievable principles to set site-specific guidelines. 

Indoor/Outdoor Structure Surface Contamination 

Radionuclides' 

Allowable Total Residual Surface Contamination 

(dpd100 cm2)b 

AverageLd MaximumQe Removable' 

Th-Natural, 111-232, Sr-90, 
Ra-223, Ra-224, U-2-232: 
1-126: 1-131: 1-133 1,000 3,000 200 

U-Eiatural, U-235, U-238, and 
associated decay products 5,OOOa 15,OOOa 1,000a 

Beta-gamma emitters (radionuclides 
with decay modes other than 
alpha emission or spontaneous 
fission) excepr Sr-90 and others 
noted above S,OOOP-Y l5,OOOp-y 1,OOOP-y 



External Gamma Radiation 

The average level of gamma radiation inside a building or habitable structure on a site that has no 

radiological restriction on its use shall not exceed the background level by more than 20 pRh and 

will comply with the basic dose limits when an appropriate-use scenario is considered. 

SOIL GLZDELIXES 

Radionuclides Soil Concentration @Ci/g) Above Backgro~ndU.~ 

Uranium and mixed fission Soil guidelines are calculated on a site-specific basis, 
and activation products using the DOE manual developed for this use. 

a Where surface contamination by both alpha- and beta-gamma-emitting radionuclides exists, the 
limits established for alpha- and beta-gamma-emitting radionuclides should apply independently. 

As used in this table, dpm (disintegrations per minute) means the rate of emission by radioactive 
material as determined by correcting the counts per minute measured by an appropriate detector 
for background, efficiency; and geometric factors associated with the instrumentation. 

Measurements of average contamhation should not be averaged over an area of more than 
1 m2. For objects of less surface area, the average should be derived for each such object 

The avemge and maximum dose mes associated with surface contamination resulting from beta- 
gamma emitters should not exceed 0.2 mradm and 1.0 mad& respectively, at a depth of 1 cm. 

The maximum contamination level applies to an area of not more than 100 cm2. 

The amount of removable radioactive material uer 100 cmi of surfice area should be determined 
~ ~ - - - ~  ~ - ~~-~~~ 

by wiping an area of rhat size with dry filter or soft absorbent paper, applying moderate pressure, 
and measuring the amount of radioactive material on the wipe with an appropriate instrument of - -  - 
known effici&y. W'hen removable con tamination on o b j k  of surface area less than 100 em2 
is determined, the activity per unit area should be based on the actual area and the entire d a c e  
should be wiped. It is not necessary to use wiping techniques to measure removable contamination 
levels. if direct scan w e v s  indicate that total residual surface contamination levels are mithin the 
limikfor removable con&ination. 

Guidelines for these radionuclides are not given in DOE Order 5400.5; however, these guidelines 
are considered applicable until guidance is provided. 

This catego7 of radionuclides includes mixed fission products, including the Sr-90 which is 
present in them. It does not apply to Sr-90, which has been separated from the other fission 
products, or mixtures where the Sr-90 has been enriched. 



'These guidelines take into account ingrowh of radium-226 fiom thorium-230 or thorium-232 and 
radium228 and assume secular equilibrium. If either Th-230 and Ra-226 or Th-232 and Ra-228 are 
both present, not in secular equilibrium, the guidelines apply to the higher concentration. If other 
mixtures of radionuclides occur, the concentrations of individual radionuclides shall be reduced so 
that (1) the dose for rhe mixtures will not exceed the basic dose limit, or (2) the sum of ratios of the 
soil concentration of each radionuclide to the allowable limit for that radionuclide will not exceed 
1 ("unitf). 

j These guidelines represent allowable residual concentrations above background averaged across 
any 1 5-cm-thick layer to any depth and over any contiguous 100 mi surface area 

If the average concentration in any surface or below-surface area, less than or equal to 25 m2, 
exceeds the authorized l i t  of guideline by a factor of (IOOIA)', where A is the area or the 
elevated region in square meters, l i i t s  for "hot spots" shall also be applicable. Procedures for 
calculating these hot spot limits, which depend on the extent of the elevated local concentrations, 
are given in the DOE Manual for Implementing Residual Radioactive Materials Guidelines, 
DOE.'CH18901. In addition: every reasonable effort shall be made to remove any source of 
radionuclide that exceeds 30 times the appropriate limit for soil, irrespective of the average 
concentration in the soil. 



"US. Depament of Energ Guidelines for Residual Radioactive Material at Formerly U t i l a  Sites 
Remedial Action Program and Remote Surplus Facilities Management Program Sites," Revision 2, - March 1987. 

- "DOE Order 5400.5, Radiation Protection of the Public and the Environment," February 1990. 
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Boeing Xortn American's Rocketdye Division operates the Santa Susana Field 
Laboratory (SSFL). The Energy Technology Engineering Center (ETEC), is that ponion of the 
S S n  operated for the Depanment of Energy @OE), which performed tes:ing of equipment, 
materials, and components for nuclear and energy related progrims. Contract work for the 
A:omic Energy Commission (AEC) and the Energy Research and Development Administration 
(ERDA), predecessor agencies to the DOE, began in the early 1950's. Specific programs 
conducred for AEC!ERDkDOE involved the engineering, development, testing, and 
mamfacturing operations of nuclear reactor systems and components. Other SSFL activkies have 
also been conducted for the Kational Aeronautics and Space Administra:ion, the Depanment of 
Defense, and other government related or affiliated organizations and agencies. Some activities 
were under license by the Xxlear Re&? toq  Commission OK) and the Siate o i  California 
Radiological Health Branch ofthe Depanrnent of Health Services. 

Several buiidings and land areas, became radiclogically contamina~ed as a result of the 
various operations which induded ten decelopmenta! reactors, seven criticality iesr facilities, F;el 
fabrication, reactor 2nd f3el disassembly, I~bcraiory work, and cn-site sioizge of nuclear mareria:. 
Potenrial radioactive conraminants identified at the site are, uranium (in normal, depleied, and 
enriched isotopic abundance's), plutonium, .Am-241, fission products (primarily Cs-137, and Sr- 
90 piesent as a mixed fission product that has not been separared), acti~ation products (tritium 
m-; 11, Co-60, Eu-152, Eu-154, Xi-63, Pm-147, and Ta-182). 

Decontaminarion and decommissioning @&D) of contzrninared ficiiities began in the late 
1960's and continue as the remaining DOE nuclear program opeiztions have beer; terminated. As 
part c?f this D&D program, Rocketdyne performed decommissioning and final status surveys of a 
number of facilities that supported the various nuclear-related operations dti;ing the latter pan. of 
the 1950's and have continued through to the present. Environmen:ai management of DOE 
contmina:ed properties continues under tne remination clause of the existing Manaeement and 
Operation @f&O) contract 
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2. BACKGROUKD 

2.1 LOCATIOS 

Bui1Cir.g TO30 is located within Rocketdyne's Santa Susana Field Labora io~  (SSFL) in 
the Siini Hills of sou:hezsrem Vemsa County, California, a2jacer.t to the Los Angeles Cocnty 
line and approximately 29 miles northwest of dowc:own Los .4ngeles. Tne SSFL losarior: relative 
to the Los Angeles area and surrounding vicinity is shown in Figure 1. An enlarged map of the 
neigMooring SSFL comnur.ities is presented in Figre  2. The Santa Susana Field La5ora:ory 
which includes Area IV, s h o w  in Figure 5. The layout of Building TGO, Figure 4 . Phcrograph 
of Building TO33 looking wesi at the east wall . Figure 5. Photograph of Building TO30 nonhem 
concrere shieldkg wall is showa in Figure 6. 

2.2 BUILDISG CH.4RACTERISTICS ASD SITE TOPOGRAPHY 

Bai!$i:.g TGX was constrcted in 1958 2s a "Pzriicle Xccelerzior Fzcility". Tine building 
has a total enc!osed are2 of 2,3 11 fi'. The ficiiity consists cf two cocneting seciions, both with 
steel framing, siding, and roofs. The rear open (wes;) section was consrr~cted at 2 right angle to 
the froni oEce (easr) sectioz. The rear section w2s configured to accominod2te a low-vo:iaze 
particle accelerator csed as a proton or, tritium (P-T) neutron source. -4.n outside concrere wall, 
north of the wesi section, provided shielding for the accelerator beam. Men's and women's 
res:iooms were built into the faci!ity so that the facility provided 2 complete seZcontained 
acceleiatoi tes: instalfation. A hced-in (asphalt area) between Buiiding TO33 and Buiidixg T641 
was previous$ use? 2s a palierizea nateriai ho!dir.g area. To rhe nonh of B ~ i l d i n ~  TO30, smth 
of Building T641: 2nd west of both Scildings are ou:cioppings of Chaswonh sznclstone 
fomztio:. This foima:ion is only &our 53 5 from the north a d  viest sides of Buildi-5 TG30. 

2.3 OPER4TISG HISTORY 

Aqer cons:ru:$on in 1953, e Vaa de Grazf acceleraioi wes moved inro the faciiiry iz 
1960. The a;cele:a:or codd provide a proton beam of up tens cf  micro2mpe:es in cxrent, 
wkin co;ltir;uous:y a2justable energies from 2 few hu~dred KeV up to a rr.axirr.um of akcut 1 
MeV. The particle Dem was weii focilsed. witk e diameter o f a  ?̂ ~.VG ~iliirneters Se~ :zmj  Isere 
generated using 2 rririurn target via i5e 'H(p.?)'He :extion. Five -gziioz cenj of borated water 
were used for neur:sn shie!dir.g a r m 2  :he ;r.z&ine~ 
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2.3 OPERATIKG HISTORY (cont.) 

The acceleizior was operated from 1960 through 1964, at which time the facility was 
decommissioned. Even though the ficility was not in use, the accelerator remained in ine facility 
after 1964. In 1966, a smear survey of the accelerator (Ref. 4) showed significant trhium 
cantamination. It was believed that the tritium contamination had not spread to surrounding areas. 
Fo1lov;jng removal of rhe accelerator in 1966, the building was surveyed and no residual 
contamination was found The building was released for other uses, and had subsequently been 
used as an office building for purchasing and on-site traffic. In i988 a second radiological sumey 
was performed ( Ref 1 ) confirming the 1966 survey resu!ts The Building was utilized 2s an 
office area unti! 1995 
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Figure 2 Neighboring SSFL Communities 
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Figure 3 Smta Susanr Field Labomto? (.Area IV ) 
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Conuete Shield Wan 
\i 

1 

Figure 4 Layout of Building TO30 



Figure 5 Phoroznph - of Buildirig TO30 Looking \\ est at East \V:lII 



Fio,ure 6 Photoo,mph of Building TO30 Lookino, nt Sorthern Concrete W'dI 
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- 
Building TO30, located at Rocketdyne's SSFL, was used for resing, utilizing the Van de 

Graaf accelerator, between the years of 1960 and 1964. - 
In the lztter part of 1965 through the ezrly pan of 1966, Buildi~s TO30 w2s 

deconmissiofied inciuding the removal of the acceleratoi. - 
Ir, 1936 a Fim! Radiclogical Survey (REF. 6 ) was pertjrnied end dem3wrares that 

Building TOX meets :he requirements ci DOE, hRC, and the S ~ t e  of Califxniz for release 
- withwilt radiological restriciions. 
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4. PRIOR DECOSTAMINATIOS 

In 1988, a general radiological survey was conducted to claE5: and identie areas at the 
Rocketdyne SSFL requiring hnher radiological inspec!ioil or renediation (Reference 1). 
Building TO30 was included in this sirvey. The scope of the Bciljing TO30 survey included 

. ~ .  
ambient ganmz exposu:e rate measurements, "mdicatio;i' beta silxeys of the zcceleratoi room 
and outside paved are2 used for storing palierized conrainers, and exrerior soil samples for tritium 
content. The resu!: of ::la: stme;- showed cc derectable contamifiztion in the facility. Tritium 
analyses on ten soi! szmples, and fie betz survey, showed na detectable activity. Background- 
corrected gamma neaszrements were all less than the acceptance limit of 5 1tWhr. 

In September 1995, the Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education (ORISE) conducred 
a confirmatory sw;ey of severai facilities at the SSFL, including Building TGX (Ref. 2). With 
the exception of a sicgle finding for removable tritium contamination cf 6,630 dpri100 cm2 

2 (below the accep:ance limk of lrJ,000 dpd100 cm ) f o c d  on :he noch wzli of the acceleraro: 
room, no unusual findings were noted. However, ORISE did questior! the completeness of the 
1988 survey. Specificaliy, ORISE recommended complete measurements of tot.?! and removable 
surface zctivity, and zdditional sanpiing for tritium activity in the accelerator area. In view of 
ORISE's advice, a comprehensive final sl;rve:j of Bailding TOX was cocducted in 1990. (Ref 2) 
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3. 5. PROJECT ACTIVITIES 

3.2 PHASE I (1988) 

Buildings TO30 end T641 and the s~rrounding area were inspected for radioactive 
con:aminants. Gamma exposure raie neajuienentj indiczred that co residual radioactive 
con:amination exis:ed in TOSO'S accelera:o: room; Bul!ding TOWS pallerized comainer storage 
erea; Building T641's shipping dock; or ir. rke nearby area. Gaussian p:obabi!iry plots of these 
data and of "baekg:oud' areas show ;he grea! diEcult)- ir. assessing the radio!ogical condition of . , . .  
a clean facility base2 on a:! acceprnnce reqcirement relative to "b2ckg;mnd". Vanao~h?? of 
gamma exposure rates is c,~i:e large ax! depecds on whether the neascrement was made indoors, 
outdoors, or near a large sandstone outcrop~ing. Xccc:~tir.g for these variariocs and deviations, 
and subtiacting a value that represexs "natxa:" background gamnn r~biatioz 21 SSSL, it was 
concluded through inspesriax by vxiab!cs ih2r the area is ciezn of zny resi3ual radiozctive 
con:amication, wiih a consumer's risk of acceptacce oFO. 1 ar 2s LTPD of 10% Ten sirface so2 
samples collected random:)- in locations near Bdding TOSO all show xitiurr. ('H) concentrations 
less than the overa!i error rqorted by the analk~ical l abora to~ .  Wo statisiicaliy significant tritium 
a c t' Ir ,rq ;. . was h a d .  Fuitke: radiologica! investigation of the TO30 accelerator room and 
palletized-contzifier storage area using a beta probe showe? in d l  cases no aciectabie activity. 
Within the limirs prescri'ced @.. the Site Survey Plan, this aien wes judged to be dean of 
radioactive contaminants Funhe: radio!ogical i~vestigttion a d  remedial action was not 
indicated. 

Survey measurenerxs were made for zipha, beta-gaxnz, 2nd t k i c n  surface contamination 
on the interior walls, floors, and ceilings i;? Building TC39, 2nd for ambient garr;ma exposure rate 
at 1 meter 2boi.e the interior floors For the rncio!ogic21 jusey.  interior roans  in Building TOX 
were dibided inro two areas, .A.ffecied .&pas and CnaZecied .%ea. Affected Arezs were d e k e d  
as those areas whisk have kcown a: s-spectec! ccn:amina:ion bast2 oz e 5 e r  p s t  measuremexs 
c r  site histcr). GnaEecte? .Areas ir.!:dt? aii 2re.j cf a faciiir:; nor clzsiifie2 as .%Fectecl, azd 
were those areas which were not expec!ed ro ccnrairr an:; cor.tamir.ztic~ based or; previous 
measuremectj c r  site hisray. Zta:is:icd ixerpreiatior. of :he slirvey dnir was sepinred betweer. 
Affected (Lot 1) and U~aFeciec Areas (Lo: 2). Lor 1 insiuded Rocms lC0, 131. 102, and 
adjacent restrooxs. LC! 2 i n i l x k !  ~ l i  cther areas ir: :he easrerr. jez~ion of the facili :~~ ir,:iudir.g 
the walkway, R C C ~ S  Ilj'; th:~.;gh 103, ax! tke cocr,ecrk?g eis!er. A!I n:a%~renen;j were tested 
statistically for c o ~ p l i a ~ c e  with accepiaSie coxzrnina:ion h i t s  ior activzrioz prcdacts and mixed 
fission productj and for ambient exposure ieie. The resilitj of these tes?s sho\-ied that the iaciii!! 
is s~i iable for re!ease wkhoct radic!ogicai restrictions. 
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4. 6. WASTE 

- The Van de Grzaf Accelerator was removed from Building TG3O. Disposirion of the 
accelerator could no? be determined. 

- 1.2 PHASE II (1996) 

Approximztely 2,311 fr' of asbestos floor tile was removed and dis?osed of 2s non- 
e radioacrive hvzrdous wasie. 
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7. PERSOSXEL EXPOSURE 

7 S o  files or documents could be located to determifie personnel radiation or chemical 
exposure. R2dioac:iviry in this fzciliry wes so low that radiation doses would have beer, negligible. 
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8. PROJECT COST 

The radiologica! swvey was the on!y cost associated wiih Building T030. This cost cannor 
be isolated from total redio!~gical faci!ity survey's. Costs assockred with the removal of rhe 
asbestos floor tile was approxim2tely S9,200. 
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ABSTRACT 

In 1988, a general radiological survey was conducted to clarify and i d m e  areas at the 
Santa Susana Field Laboratories (SSFL) requiring further radiological impmion or mediation 
(Reference 1). Building TO30 was included in this survey, and the results showed no detectable 
conmuhation in the facility. Background-corrected gamma measurements conducted outside of 
the facility were all less than the acceptauce limit of 5 pWhr 

In September 1995, the Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education (ORISE) conducted 
a confinnatg; survey of several facilities at the SSFL, including Building TO30 (Reference 2). 
With the exception of a single finding for removable tritium contamination of 6,600 dpm1100 
cm2 (below the acceptance limit of 10,000 dpmi100cm2) found on the north d l  of the 
accelaaxor mom, no unusual f indines were noted. However, ORISE did question the 
completeness of the 1988 survey. Specifically, ORISE recokended complete measurements of 
total or removable slaface activity, and additional sampling for tritium activity in the accelerator 
area. In view of ORISE's advice, a comprehensive final mvq of Building TO30 was conducted 
in 1996. 

The results of the 1996 survey are presented in this npoTt The results demonstnrte that 
Building TO30 meets the requirements of DOE, hXC, and State of California for the release of 
facilities for use without radiological restrictiom. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Decontamination and decommissioning (Dm) of a number of formerly used nuclear 
facilities and sites is underway at Rocketdyne's Santa Susana Field Laboratory (SSFL). During 
D&D of these facilities, efforts rae made to eliminate or reduce residual radioactive 
contemiaation to levels that are as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA). Upon completion of 
D&D, radiological surveys are performed under established protocols to demonstrate that any 
remaining radioactivity does not exceed applicable rrgulatory l i i t s .  Fhdhg from these 
surveys are also used to perform additional D&D or radiological investigations, as needed. The 
scope of these surveys includes both known and suspected areas of contamination. 

This report describes the final release survey performed for Building T030, and is 
organized as  follow^: Section 2 gives a n m m q  of the results of the survey and the conclusions 
and recommendations; Section 3 gives background information concerning past radiological 
status, D&D effons, and current radiological status; Section 4 presents the survey results and the 
technical approach used in the data collection, analysis, and limit criteria; Section 5 gives the 
relevant references; and Appendices A through C provide the supporting documentation and 
calculatim for historical records and report completeness. 
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2. SUMMARY AND CONCLVSIONS 

Survey measurements wwe made for alpha, beta-gamms, and eitium surface 
c o n ~ o n  on the interior d l s ,  floors, and ceilings in Building T030; and for ambient 
gamma exposure rate at 1 meter above the interim floors. 

For the radiological survey, interior rooms in Building TO30 were divided into two areas, 
Affected Areas and Unaffected Areas. Affected Areas were defined as those areas w ~ c h  have 
knomn or suspecred contamination based on either pat measurements or site history. Uxdected 
Areas included all areas of a facility not classified as Affected, and were those areas wGch wwe 
not expected to contain any contamination based on previous measurements or site history. 
Statistical interpretation of the survey data was separared between Affected (Lot 1) and 
Unaffected areas (Lot 2): Lot 1 included Rooms 100,101,102 and adjacent remrns; Lot 2 
included all other a~eas in the eastern section of the facility, including the walkway, Rooms 103 
through 108, and the connecting aisles. 

All measurements were tested statistically for compliance with acceptable contamination 
limits for activation products and mixed fission products and for ambient exposure rate. The 
results of these tests showed that the facility is suitable for release without radiological 
~ a i o m .  
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3. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

3.1 Location 

Building TO30 is located within Rocketdyne's SSFL in the Simi Hills of southeastem 
Ventura County, California, adjacent to the Los Angelcs County line and approximately 29 miles 
northwest of downtown Los Angeles, direcrly south of the City of Simi Valley. Location of the 
SSFL relative to Los Angeles and bicinity is shown in Figure 1. An enlarged map of 
neighboring SSFL communities is shown in F i p  2. Figure 3 is a plot plan of the uwtern 
portion of SSFL. known as Area IV, where Building TO30 is located. A plan view of Building 
TO30 and its adjoining areas is shown in Figure 4. Building TO30 is located on 
govemment-optioned land. 

32  Topography and Building Characteristics 

Building TO30 is situated on 10th S- off the west side of G Street, among several 
adjacent buildings on paved ground. The building was constructed in 1958 for research with a 
small accelerator neutron source. The building has a total enclosed area of 2 5  11 f?. The kiliy 
consists of two connected sections, both with stcel hming, siding and roofs. The rear section 
(west) was ammucud at a right angle to the h t  office (east) section. The rear section w a  
configwed to house a Van de GraaEaccelerator used as a proton on tritium neutron source. An 
outside concrete waU was c o w  on the north and east sides of the west section to pro%ide 
shielding for the proton beam. Men's and women's restrooms were built into the west section of 
the building. Rock outcroppings extend h m  near the building to the west, northwest, and 
northeast. 
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Figure 1. Location of SSm Relative to Las Angeles and Vicinities 
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F i  2. Neighboring SSFL Communities 
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concrete Shield Wall 

Figure 4. Layout of Building T030, with Identification of Sample Lots 

3 3  Operating History - - 

After construction in 1958, a Van de Graaff accelerator was moved into the facility in 
1960. The accelerator could provide a proton beam of up to tens of microamperes in current, 
with continuously adjustable energies fiom a few hundred keV up to a maximum of about 1 
MeV. The particle beam was well focused, with a diameter of a few millimeters. Neutrons were 
generated using a tritium target via the %(p,n)3~e reaction. Five-gallon cans of borated water 
were used for neutron shielding around the machine. The accelerator was operated fiom 1960 
through 1964, at which time the facility was decommissioned. 

3.4 Decommissioning Efforts 

Even though it was not in use, the accelerator remained in the facility after 1964. In March 
1966, a smear survey of the accelerator (Reference 4) showed significant tritium contamination 
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on the accelerator. It =as beliwed that the tritium contamination had not spread to surrounding 
areas. Following removal of the accelerator around 1966, the building was surveyed and no 
residual contanktion was found. 

In 1988, a general radiological survey was conducted to c- and identify areas at the 
Santa Susana Field Laboratories (SSFL) requiring further radiological inspection or mnedxm 

. . 
on 

mfaence 1). Building TO30 was included in this survey. The scope of the Building TO30 
m e y  included ambient gamma exposun rate measurememsems "indication" beta surveys of the 
accelerator mom and outside paved area used for storing palletized containers, and exterior soil 
samples for tritium content The results of that survey showed no detectable contamination in 
the facility. Tritium analyses on ten soil samples, and the beta m e y ,  showed no detectable 
activity. Background-conected gamma meanuements were all less than the aoxpmce limit of 

In September 1995, the Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education (ORISE) conducted 
a codhatory -ey of several facilities at the SSFL, induding Building T030. The survey 
included a review of the Rocketdyne survey d m  and methodology for Building T030, and a 
contirmatory nwey for alpha, beta and gamma contamination With the exception of a single 
finding for removable tritium commination of 6,600 dpm/lOO found on the north wdl of 
the accelerator room, no indications of coutamimion were noted. The 6,600 dpml100 cm2 value 
is below the release criteria of 10,000 dpm/100cm2. 

Notwithstanding the above Gndings, ORISE did question the suitabiliry of the 1988 m-ey - 
as a f d  status =lease survey. Specifically, ORISE recommended complete measuremas of 
total or removable swface actitit);, and additional sampling for tritium activity in the accelerafor 
area. In view of ORISE's advice; a complete final survey for TO30 was conducted, and that is 
the subject of the present repoa 
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4. SURVEY RESULTS 

Releasing a facility or area for unrestrid use requires a formal radiation survey to 
demonstrate that the applicable regulatory limits for such a release are met. The survey is 
performed under an established plan, and a statistical interpretation of the resulting data is made 
to determine if the regulatory release criteria have been met This document protides the 
necessary h e w o r k  to demonstrate that Building TO30 meets DOE: ARC, and State of 
California criteria for release of the fac i l i~  for d c t e d  use. All original survey and user 
authorization documentation is maintained in the Building TO30 final survey file in SSFL, 
Building 4100. 

42  Scope of the S w e y  

For the final radiological survey of Building T030, the interior moms uwe separated into 
two sample lots as shown in Figme 4. The sample lots were treated separately for the purposes 
of statistical data analyses. The d m n p h b  

. .  . 
le property for selecfing the sample lots -9s the 

potemial mtium c o n ~ o n  in areas formerly used to house the proton accelerator in the 
1960's. The two sample lots are shown in Table 1, with the c o r r e s p o ~  type of surveys 
performed on each. 

Lot xo. k 
Table 1. Sample Lots Sweyed  

I walkway I I I 
'Ambient gamma readings wwe performed on al l  floors at a distance of 1 meter h m  the 

Room or Am 

Rooms 100, 
-. 
101,102,and 
adjacent 
R-S 

Rooms 103 
through 1 10, 
hallway and 

Type of Sarvry Performed 
Total 

A l ~ h .  

X 

X 

Ambient 
Gamma' 

X 

X 

Removable 

Beta 

X 

X 

Alpha 

X 

X 

Beta 

X 

X 

Tritium 

- 
X 

X 
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43 S m e y  Methods 

43.1 Sampling Methods 

The method and type of survey measurement depended on the type of m f i e s  involved. 
For both Sample h, a d o r m  1-m by 1-m grid was superimposed on the floors, walls, and 
ceiiings of the entire sample lot area For grid surfam less than 1-m x 1-m, an area of 1-m2 was 
m e y e d  by combining them with other adjacent remnant areas. Survey methods meet or exceed 
NRC @UREGICR-5489, Reference 6) and State of California guidelines (DECON-1, Reference 
7) for final release surveys. 

43.1.1 Sample Lot 1 (Affected Area) 

A 100% direct qualitative frisk of the floor, walls, and ceiling was performed using an 
alpha scintillation probe and a G-M pancake probe. Based on any identification of higher 
activity areas (or otherwise in the surveyor's judgment) in the qualitative scau, one 1-m x 1-m 
area within each 3-m x 3-m grid was selected for quantitative surveying, including removable 
tritium activity. A total of 68 data points were surveyed. For grid surfaces less than 1-m x 1-m, 
an area of lm2 was surveyed by c o m b i i  them with other adjacent remnant areas. 

Walls, floors, and ceilings were surveyed for total and removable alpha and beta activity, 
and for maximum alpha and beta activity, if a "hot spott was detected when the total alpha and 
beta measurements were made. Additionally, the floors were surveyed for ambient gamma 
readings in p R h  at 1 meter. Sink traps were removed and qualitatively analyzed on a 
multichannel aualyze-r with a thin window-, high purity germanium detector. Twenty percent of 
all otha srmctural surfaces @ipes, conduit, light fixtms, etc.) were surveyed for total and 
removable alpha and beta activity. A survey method of 6 inches per 2.5 feet was utilized for the 
frisks. 

-. .- 
4.3.13 Sample Lot 2 (Unrffccted Area) 

A 10% direct qualitative W of each srnface (walls, floor, ceiling) was performed using 
an alpha scintillation probe and a G-M pancake probe. The nnfaces wereWed in one 
direction. The probe was then shifted a distsnce of 10 times the probe diameter and a ftisk wu 
pgformed in the opposite direction. This procedure was continued until the entire 10% u9s 
covered. Additional readings --ere taken where wn tamination m s  more likely to have 
accumulared, such as floor baseboards, window sills, and door thresholds, etc. Within each two 
3-m x 3-m grids, one 1-m x 1-m mas selected for quantitative sampling, including removable 
tritiumactivity. ~ o r ~ d ~ s l e s s t h a n l - m x l - m , a n a r e a o f l m Z u ; a s ~ e y e d b q ;  
combining them with other adjacent remnant areas. 

Walls, floors, and ceilings were surveyed for total and removable alpha and betaactivity, 
and for maximum alpha and beta activity, if a "hot spot'; was detected when the total alpha and 
beta mea~urcmems were made. Additionally, the floors were surveyed for ambient gamma 
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readings in pRh at 1 meter. Ten percent of all other srmctural surfaces (pipes, conduit, light 
fixtures, etc.) were surveyed for total and removable alpha and beta activity. A survey method of 
6 inches per 5 feet was utilized for the liisks. 

4.32 Instrument Calibrations and Checks 

Measurements of total and maximum alpha surface activity were made using alpha 
scintillation detectors, sensitive only to alpha particles with energies exceeding about 1.5 MeV. 
The detectors were calibrated with a Th-230 alpha source staudard traceable to the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NET). Measurements of the total and maximum beta 
m h c e  activities wzre made with a thin-window pancake Geiger-Mueller (G-M) tube. The G-M 
detectors wzre calibrated with a Tc-99 beta source standard, traceable to NIST. A 5-min 
integrated count time was used for both alpha and beta detectors. 

AU portable survey inseummts were serviced and calibrated with NIST uaceable 
standards on a quarte-rly basis. In addition, daily checks and calibrations were performed (when 
used) on all insrmmentation to determine acceptable performance and establish a background 
value for the insrmment on that day. Reference 8 provides further methods and procedures for 
environmental surveys. Meanvemem~ of removable surface activity (alpha and beta) were made 
by wiping approximately 100 c d  of surhce area using standard smear disks. The activiv on the 
disks were measured using a gas-flow proportional counter. The counters were calibrated using 
Th-230 and Tc-99 standard sources, traceable to NIST. A 1-min integrated count time was used 
Calibration records for the survey instruments used are maintained in the SSFL, Building 4100 
files. 

The ambient exposure rates at 1 m from surface were measured using 1-in. NaI 
scintillation detectors. These instruments were calibrated against a Reuter-Stokes high-pressure 
ionization chamber, and daily checks were made using a Cs-137 source, placed 1-m h m  the 

.- 
detector. A iTik integrated count time was used. 

The multi-channel analyzer used for scaMing the sink traps is calibrated annually with two 
MST traceable, multi-isotopic solaces. In addition, it is checked weekly against the sources to 
insure the deviation is within + 5% of the original calibration. 

4.4 Technical Approach 

4.4.1 Criteria and Their Impiementation 

Acceptable commination limits and gamma exposure rates for releasing a facility for 
m c t e d  use are prescribed in NRC, State of California, and DOE guidelines (References 6,7, 
9, and 13). For remediation of hilities at Rocketdyne's SSFL and DeSoto sites, DOE end the 
State have approved a set of release guidelines (Referrnce 10). In determining these guidelines, 
generaUy the lowest (most c o d v e )  limits were chosen from the various agency guidelines. 
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Table 2 provides a summary of the contamination limit criteria Table 3 summarizes the 
various "Statistidy Significant Activity" (SSA) detection limits for the survey instruments 
used, and demomntes that the detection limits and methods are well below the established limit 
criteria ( h m  regulatory requirements) shown in Table 2. 

As used in the tables, dpm (disintegrations pa minute) means the rate of emission by 
radioactive material as determined by correcting the counts per minute measured by an 
appropriate detector for background, efficiency, and geometric facton associated with the 
instrumentation. Where surface contamination by both alpha- and beta-gamma-emitting 
radionuclides might exist, the limits established for alpha- and beta-gamma-emitting 
radionuclides would be applied independently. Beta-gamma emitters include mixed fission 
products, including the Sr-90 which is present in them. It does not apply to Sr-90 4 i c h  has 
been separated h m  the other fission products or mixhnes where the Sr-90 has been enriched. 
No separated or enriched Sr-90 is present in T030. 

Mea~ll~ements of average con tamination were averaged over an area of 1 m2. For objects 
of less mfke area, the average was derived for each such object. The maximum contamination 
level applies to an area of not more than 100 cm2. 

The amount of removable radioactivity per 100 c d  of su&x area was determined by 
wiping an area of that size with dry filter or soft absorbmt paper, applying moderate pressme, 
and measuring the amount of radioactive material on the wiping with an appropriate instrument 
of howm efficiency. When removable contamination on objects of surface area less than 100 
cm2 was determined, the activity per unit area was based on the actual area and the entire surface 
was uiped. 

Measurements of removable tritium activity were made by wiping approximately 100 cm2 
of surface area using moistened polyfoam smear discs. After the smear was made, the smear disc 
was sealed inaquid  scintillator counter (LSC) vial. Loaded vials were ‘Grit to an outside 
laboratory for analysis by scintillation counting. 
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Table 2. Building TO30 Contamination Limit Critefia 

Sr-90 (separated or enriched), Th-natural; Th- 1 232 
- 
U-natural, U-235, U-238; and associated decay < j , ~ o  a 
prod- 

Bm-gamma emitters (radionuclides with -3,000 pf 
decay modes other than alpha emission or 
spontaneous fission), including Sr-90 as mixed 
fission product 

1 Tritium I - 
I Surface gamma exposure rate I ~5~abovebackgrouudat  1m I 

Table 3. Observed Daeetion Limits versus Established L i t  Criteria 

a~lpha, beta, andtxitium activity in dpm000 cd. 
b~rnbient gamma exposure mte in p R h  at 1 meter h m  smface. 
%SA = 1.645 x d(2 x background counts) x area factor x efficiency factorhime, in units of 
dpm/100 an2. Tritium SSA was pro~ided by the outside labon~ay. 

'~atio of average observed detection limit to established limit critaia (in pexent). 

4.42 Data W e s  and Statistical Criteria 

A st&cal procedure was used to validate the applicability of the &v survey data for 
selected sample lots or areas. The ststistical method known as "sampling inspection by 
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variables" (Reference 12) was used. This method has been widely applied in industry and the 
military and is essential w&ere the lot size is impractically large. 

In sampling inspection by variables, the number of data points on which measurements are 
obtained is first chosen to be large so that the parameters of the distribution are likely to haw a 
normal distribution (i.e., Gaussian). The mean of the distribution, ;, and its standard dekiation, 
s, are then related to a "test statistic," TS, as follows: 

where ; = average (arithmetic mean of measured values) 
s = observed sample standard deviation 
k = tolerance factor calculated h m  the number of samples to achieve the 

desired sensitivity for the test 

TS and ; are then compared with an acceptance limit, U (such as those shown in Table 2), 
to determine acceptance or other plans of action, including rejection of the area as contaminated 
and requiring further remediation. 

The sample mean and standard deviation are easily calculable quantities; the value of k, the 
tolerance factor, bean fimher discussion. Ofthe various criteria for selecting plans for 
acceptance sampling by variables, the most appropriate is the method of Lot Tolerance Percent 
Defective (LTPD), also referred to as the Rejectable Quality Level (RQL). The LTPD is defined 
as the poorest quality that should be accepted in rm individual lot A s s o c i i  with the LTPD is a 

- 

parameter referred to as collsumer's risk (P), the risk of accepting a lot of quality equal to or 
poom than the LTPD (or 1 PA). USNRC Regulatory Guide 6.6 ("Acceptance Sampling 
Procedures for Exempted and Generally Licensed Items Containing By-Product h4aterial") states 
that the value for the consumer's risk should be 0.10. Conventionally, the value assigned to the 
LTPD has bem1w. .- 

The State of California has stated that the consumer's risk of acceptance (P) at 10% 
defective (LTPD) must be 0.1. For those choices of P and LTPD, Kg = K2 = 1282 (Reference 
12). Values of k for each sample size are calculated in accordance with following equations: 
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where k = tole-rance factor: 

K, = the normal deviate exceeded with probability of fi, 0.10 (from tables, Kg 
= 1.282), 

K, = the normal deviate ex& with probabiliv equal to the LTPD, 10% 
(from tables, K, = 1.282)'; and 

n = number of samples. 

The statistical criteria for acceptance of the Building TO30 interior final survey are 
presented below. 

a) Acceptance: If the test natistic (x + ks) is less than or equal to the limit 0, accept the 
region as clean. If any siugle measured value exceeds 80% of the limit, decontaminate that 
location to as near background as is possible, but do not change the value in the analysis. 
Figure 5 gives an example of the sample lot aaeptauce by the test. 

b) Collect additional measurements: If the test statistic (; + ks) is greater that the limit (I!!, but - 
x itself is less than U, independently resample and combine all measured values to determine 
if x +ks~Uforthecombinedset;ifso,~therrgionasclean. Ifnot,theregionis 
con taminated and must be mediated. Figure 6 gives an example of additional 
measurements that must be taken in the sample lot to accept or rej&it 

c) Rejection: If the test natistic (; + ks) is greater than the limit 0 and ; 2 U, the region is 
contaminated and must be remediated Figure 7 gives an example of sample lot rejection by 
the test. 

Thus, based on sampling inspection, it is a reasonable hypothesis that the probabiity of 
accepting a l e t s  not being contaminated, which is in fact 100h or more cemaminared, is 0.10. 
Or in other words, the Building TO30 final slwey cornsponds to assuring with 90% confidence 
that 90% of the area has residual contamination below 100% (a 90/90/100 test) of the applicable 
limits described in Table 2. 

' The values chosen for these coe5ciam for the survey correspond to awuhg, with 90% d d e n c e ,  that W ?  of 
the area has residual contamination below lW? of the applicable limit (a 90.190~100 &). The choice of klues for 
the two coefficiam is consinmt wirh industrial sampliog @ces am3 Sstprc of guidelines (Reference 7). 
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-1.000. 
0.1 1 10 50 90 99 99.9 

Cumuldve Probability (X) 

1.500. I I I I I 

Figure 5. Example of Sample Lot Acceptance, where TS (=; + Rr) I UL and ; I UL 

1.000. 

F i r e  6. Example of Sample Lot Requiring Additional Measurements, where TS (=; + 
h)=-ULand ;<a. 

/ 
Acceptance Limit (UL = 1,000) 

Mean i i )  = 51 
- UL 
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Test Statistic (TS = 3,810) 

Figure 7. Example of Sample Lot Rejection, where TS (=; + h) > UL m d  ; > UL 

4.5 Building TO30 Sample Lot Analyses and Results 

4 . 1  Sample Lot 1 

4.5.1.1 Description 

~ a m ~ l e ~ t  1 consists of all surface arras in Rooms 100,101,102 i&d adjacent bathrooms. 
Swey data for Lot 1 were taken in September 1996. 

4.5.1.2 Analyses of Sample Lot 1 Data 

Raw data meannements for Sample Lot 1 were taken, adjusted for daily instrument 
background (except for ambient gamma exposure rates) and plotted on cumulative probability 
graphs as discussed previously. For statistical comparisons (using the "sampling inspection by 
variables" method), alpha5eta survey data from all areas within Sample Lot 1 were combined 
together and then analyzed for the specific type of radiation measurement made. 
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'Ihe cumulative plots for alpha, beta, and tritium nwey data are shown in Figure 8 through 
Figure 1 1. These plots are shown on two scales; a normal scale to show all the data relative to the 
acceptance limit, and an expanded scale showing only the data and tat statistic values. The 
purpose of the expanded scale presentation is to allow- for more detailed examination of the data 
to determine if deviations h m  a normal distribution are aident, or if the data show evidence of 
more than one distribution. 

The gamma nwey data are shown in Figure 13. The gamma data are shown in two forms; 
1) the raw data, and 2) the background subtracted data for comparison with the acceptance limit. 
For T030, a background value of 8.1 1 p R h  was used based on measurements conducted in a 
similarly consrmcted non-radiological building (T038) located at the SSFL. The gamma 
exposure rate data for Building TO38 is shown in Figure 14. 

Sample Lot 1 statistical results are tabulated in Table 4 for comparing the test statistics - 
(TS =x + ks) with the applicable contamination critaia or acceptance limits 0 from Table 2. 
The corresponding figure numbas for the graphs of each calculated cumulative probability plot 
are also indicated in parentheses. Individual raw measurement data and instrument backgrounds 
are provided in Appendix A. Individual calculated sample results used as graph data for Sample 
Lot 1 are provided in Appendix B. Grid location diagmms for the various survey areas in 
Building TO30 are given in Appendix C. 
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Figure 8. Bailcling T030 - Lot 1 Total Alpha Activit?; 
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-200 1 I 
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a) Normal Scale 

F i r e  9. Building TO30 -Lot 1 Removable Alpha Activity 
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Cumulative h b a b i l i i  (Y) 

a) Normal Scale 

F i  10. Building TO30 -Lot 1 Total Beta Activity 
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Curnulalive RDbabilii (X) 
a) Normal Scale 

53%; 
I , . -25 

0.1 1 10 50 90 99 ! 
Cumulative Pmbabilii (X) 

b) Expanded Scale 

Figure 11. Building TO30 - Lot 1 Removable Beta Activity 
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Figure 12. Building TO30 - Lot 1 Removable Tritium Activity 
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I 
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Cumulative Robobilily (U) 

a) Gross Exposure Rate 

- .  , 
b) Net Exposure Rate 

Figure 13. Building TO30 -Lot 1 Gnmm -sure Rate 
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Cumulative Robabilii (%) 

Figure 14. Background G.rrrm4 Exposure Rate Measured in Building TO38 
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Table 4. Sample Lot 1 Statistical Results 

I Calculated Test Statistie ITS = x + ksl I 

AccqYlauceLimit 

' ~ l p h a  beta, and mtium activity in dpd100 em2. 
b~mbient gamma exposure rate in cLR/hr at 1 m& h m  the surface. 

Entire area - floors, 
walls, ceihlg, & 
structure 

Tot& 
Alpha I BcQ 

5,OOO 

77.4 
(Fig. 8) 

5,000 

Removable' 
Alpha I &g 

Removable' 
Tritium 

lOQoo 1,000 

1,090 
(Fig. 10) 

Ambient 
~ ~ m m a ~  

5 i 1,000 

4.25 
(Fig. 9) 

10.9 
(Fig. 11) 

5.82 1 2.92 
(Fig. 12) / (Fig. 13) 
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4.5.13 Interpretation of Results for Sample Lot I 

The survey data in Table 4, and Figure 8 through ~igure 13, demonmate that for each 
applicable acceptance limit (U) &om Table 2, the corresponding test statistic (TS) value is less 
than the U, or TS <U. Therefore, the areas in Sample Lot 1 pass the "sampling inspection by 
variables'' tea and are '-Accepted" as radiologically clean. 

In other words, the Building TO30 Sample Lot 1 survey corresponds to assuring with a 
90% confidence that 90% of Sample Lot 1 has residual conternination below 100% (a 90/90!100 
test) of the applicable NRC, DOE, and State of California limits given in Table 2. 

The MCA scan results on all sink traps indicated no presence of detectable man-made 
radioactivi~-. 

4.52 Sample Lot 2 

4.52.1 Description 

Sample Lot 2 consists of all surface areas in Rooms 103 through 108, interconnecting aisle, 
and w-ay to the west end of the building. Survey data for Lot 2 were taken in September 
1996. 

4.522 -4nalyses of Sample Lot 2 Data 

Raw data measurements for Sample Lot 2 were taken, adjusted for daily instnrment 
background, and plotted on cumulative probability graphs as explained prwiously. For 
statistical comparisons (using the "sampling inspection by variables" method), all areas within 
Sample Lot 2 wrre combined together and then analyzed for the specific type of radiation 
measurement made. 

Sample Lot 2 resulu are tabulated in Table 5 for comparing the tesktistic (TS =; + RF) 
with applicable, established comaminaiion criteria or acceptance limits (L3 h m  Table 2. The 
corresponding figure numbers for the graphs of each calculated cumulative probabiity plot are 
also indicated in parentheses. 

Individual raw measurement data and instrument backgrounds are provided in Appendix A. 
Individual calculated sample results used as graph data for Sample Lot 2 are provided in 
Appendix B. Grid location diagmns for the various survey areas in TO30 are given in Appendix 
C. 



Table 5. Sample Lot 2 Statistid Results 

- ' ~ l ~ h a ,  beta, and tritium activity in dpm/lOo an2. 

Acceprance Limit 
(vL) 

- 

b~mbient gamma exposure rate in @h at 1 meter from the surface. 
- 

433.3 Interpretation of Resalts for Sample Lot 2 

Calmdated Test Statistic US = x + Rrl 

- Table 5 and Figure 15 through Figure 20 demonmate that for each applicable acceptance 
limit (U) h m  Table 2, the corresponding test statistic (TS) value is less than the U, or TS a. 
Therefore, the survey areas in Sample Lot 2 pass the "sampling inspection by variables* test and 

- are "Acceptedn as radiologically clean. 

T o d  

Entire area - floors, 
walls, ceiling: 6t 
.mucme 

In other the Building TO30 Sample Lot 2 survey comsponds to assuring with a - 90% contidence that 9 W  of Sample Lot 2 has residual contamination below lW? (a 90/90/100 
test) of the applicable NRC, DOE, and State of California limits described in Table 2. 

Alpha 

5,000 

70.9 
(Fig. 15) 

Ambient 
 amm ma^ 

5 

Beta 

5,000 

3.02 
(Fig. 20) 

Removablea 
Tritium 
1o:m 

Removablea 

884 ' 4.36 

Alpha 

1,000 

10.1 
(Fig. 18) (Fig. 1 

Beta 

1,000 

3.73 
(Fig. 9 (Fig. 16) 
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Figare 15. Building TO30 - Lot 2 Total Alpha Activiiy 
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F i r e  16. Building TO30 Lot 2 Removable Alpha Activity 
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Figure 17. Building TO30 - Lot 2 Total Beta Activity 
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Curnulalive Pmbabili (X) 
a) N o d  Scale 
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F i r e  18. Building TO30 - Lot 2 Removable Beta Activity 
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Fin 19. Building TO30 - Lot 2 Removable Tritium Actbity 
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Figure 20. Building TO30 - Lot 2 Gamma Exposure Rate 
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T030, Lot I Survey Data, Alfecled Area 
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TO.50, Lot I Survey Data, Affected Aren 
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T030, Lot 1 Survey Data, ANected Area 
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TOJO. Lot 2 Survey Data, UnrNected Area 
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Appendix B. 

Building TO30 

Sample Lots 1 and 2 

Final Survey Results 
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TWO, Lnl I Survey Data, ANecled Area 
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M30, Lnt I Survey Ihta, AlTected Area 
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T030, Lot I Survey Data, Alfected Area 
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T W O ,  Lot 2 Survey I M a ,  Unaffected Area 

- 
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T(IJ0, L n d  2 Survey Data, Unaffected Area 

ALPt.IA I BETA I OMMA 
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Appendix C. 

Grid Locations for Building TO30 Survey 
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TO30 WALKWAY GRID LOCATION DIAGRAM 

North Wall 

South Wall 

East Wall 

= (black and gray) 9 M2 locations = Wall Grids 

= Surveyed Gnds [i] = Floor (F) and Ceiling (C) Grids 



TO30 NORTH WALKWAY CONCRETE PAD GRID LOCATOR DIAGRAM 
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TO30 WOMEN'S ROOM FOYER GRID LOCATION DIAGRAM 
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TO30 WOMEN'S ROOMGRID LOCATION DIAGRAM 
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TO30 ROOM 100 GRID L'OCATOR DIAGRAM 
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TO30 ROOM 101 GRID LOCATOR DIAGRAM 
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TO30 ROOM 102 GRID LOCATION DIAGRAM 
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TO30 OFFICE HALLWAY GRID LOCATION DIAGRAM 
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TO30 ROOM 103 GRID LOCATOR DIAGRAM 
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TO30 ROOM 104 GRID LOCATOR DIAGRAM 

= (Black and Gray) 9 square 
meter locations 

= Surveyed Grids 
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TO30 ROOM 105 GRID LOCATOR DIAGRAM 
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TO30 ROOM 106 GRID LOCATOR DIAGRAM 
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TO30 ROOM 107 GRID LOCATOR DIAGRAM 
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TO30 ROOM lO8IllO GRID LOCATOR DIAGRAM 
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TO30 ROOM 109 GRID LOCATION DIAGRAM 
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